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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Thib report addresses the current and projected
fiscal condition of America's public schools and the
impact energy could have on school finance6 through 2000:

The Public Schools Fisca l-c-ondItIon

1. public school---revenue-S have not kept pace with
inflation as measured by a Consumer Price Index

ratio. In 1982=1983, the schools had 9.6 ',percept

fewer spendable dollars than they did in 1973.

(11=12) *

2. Local support for education is at an all-time low.,

(12, 18-19)

3. Revenues from -state a now represent more than -50
percent of the Schools' financial reduces
Three-fourths of the States cut their budgets in

1982=83. _The Department of Education has found 40

percent of the states'have °unfavorable" prospects of
meeting public school needs ,through 2000. (12, 15=18)

State-local public sector funds provide educati a

progressively smaller portion_ of their cone fined

resources. Since the early, 1'93,08, the local sch #ls
portion of state-local public Sector expenditures has
dropped from nearly one-third to less than

one-quarter. Demographic trends and changes- in

school revenue sources suggest this trend will
continue. (18, 20)

5. The-federal share of educational revenue dropped to

7.4 percent in 1982-1983, _its Idwest point in 10-
years. (12, 15)

6. The financial structure of the public schopIs mires
current revenues in yesterday's ec nomic diffi-
culties. The afterShockS of the 1982 eceasion were
reflected in the 1983-1984 school budg ts. (10)

*The numeral's appeari g in parentheses after the,

statements refer to the es of the text wh re the topic °

is treated.
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The ' demand for schooling measured by school-age
population and by special educational needs'_ such as
children in poverty, limited English proficiency and
children served as' handicapped, is expected to
increase through 2000. (26-35)Y

8. QaeLatianALAemanda, such as deferred maintenance
($25 billion), asbestos removal ($1.4 billion) and
population shifts place even further burdens on the
education budget. (36-40)

ti

9. Energy cost was the most frequently cited cause of
school financial problems according a 1982-1983 poll
of school superintendents. Of the survey
respondents, 88 percent indicated they currently had
malaL budget/finance problems or felt such problems
were likely in the near future. (2, 61)

10. II II

that cannot sass through _higher energy coats
incresing the price of goods, tuition, or service
chargbs. (10)

Energy-Ls -Impact -ontheSchnols

11. EleatrilaiAy 1.8 the most expensive form of energy- in
Btus (source)'and is expected to stay that way. By
2000, utility costs are expected to (have increased 25
percent/kWh. Per pupil energy costs for the 15
percent of the energy budget that typically goes for
lighting 'and other electrical' demands; (excluding
;heating/cooling) are projected to be $26 in 1985, $38
in 1990, and $76 by 2000. (49=52, 6143) .

7. A ,

12. Qi1 prices per barrel are expected to stay the same
or drop slightly through 1985. After 1985,
ditti1lates are expected to go up 54 percent and
residuals 73 percent by 2000. Per pupil -costs for
energy' for schools with oil-fired boilers are
expected to-be approximately $130 in 1985, $204 in

of the schools-depend on oi for heating; (43-47,
1990, and, 546 in 2000; the nation/19 percent

63-64)

13. Natural Gas is the only- major fuel that isLexpected
to increase substantially (6 to-1 percent per annum)
in the immediate future. By 2000, natural gas prices

1



are expected to be 80 percent higher than their '1982
levels. Per pupil costs for energy foi Schools with
gas-fired boilers are projected to be,$228. in 1985,
$335 in 1990, and, reach $876 in'2000. (47=49, 64=65)

Over 60 percent of -the nation's schools use- natural,
gas for heating.. The urban school systems average/an
80 percent -reliance On natural gas. In some areas -of
the Country the school's reliance on natural gas
reaches 92 percent. States-and cities designated as
having "unfavorable" education funding prospects by
the Department of Education have higher than average
dependence on natural gas. (65 -70) ,<

14. National average per puiii_energy costs are expected
,p) be .$184 in 1985, $268 to 1990, and $677. in 2000.
These calculations assume_ 15 percent electrical
demand, heating/cooling fuel sources proportional to
national percentage of use in public schools, and a 6
percent per annum for inflation. (3, 71)

1 %Oa,* 7 I " : would be $11
billion in 1990 and exceed $31 billioe in 2000 at
today's consumption rate. (71).

16. Conservation remains the cheapest, most environ-
mentally attractive "barrel of oil." A onserved
barrel of oil equivalent was- $8 in 1983 while a

deliataled barrel was about $35. It is the public
schools only alternative to seeking. additional
revenues or cutting educational services to students.

Conservation has proven to be an important energy
resource. The Btus needed to produce one dollar 'GNP
fell from_60,000 in 1973' to 48,000 in 1982. _The
energy consumption in the U.S. deameamtd by 5 perdent
between 1973 and 1982 while real GNP increased -18
percent. q55)

17. of the 1973-1982 higher energy
prices to Institut onalize conservation practices is
expected to take 37 years and reduce the energy/bNP
by 30.5 percent by that tim4. (56-57)

18. financingenergygorminzati.on, is expected to become
increasingly difficult for the schools.

,
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federal eneigY'grants_have played an important role
providitig _technical' assistance and' augmenting

locil finances; however, by the_end. of 1983, they
hid served only 5 percent of the schools. '473-/4).

State legal barriers, lack of understanding by school
people, and inconsistent procedures-have impeded the
effective use of alternative financing. If
independent funding sources are to become a broadly
based viable,school resource, concerted leadership at
the national 16vel is needed. (73-81)

America's public schools clearly have, and will continue
to have:, financial problems. Energy costs are a
significant contributor to those problems. Action now,-
before revenues become more constrained and energy costs
escalate more rapidly, can help ameliorate the increasing
fiscal difficulties education faces. 4
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INTRiMUCTION.

In 1980, the Schools_ of America faced increasing
instability_ in their revenue sources c an uncertain
economy; and no let up in the inroads energy was making

in school budgets. These conditions prompted a study of

education's fiscal condition and the associated energy

implications. A report of the study's findings was made

to serve school people and other decision makers who

govern the schobis' revenues. The wide demand and

acclaim,for the report, "Fiscal Profile of America's

Public Schools, 1981-85, and Associated Energy
Implicationt," testified to the need for such information
and-its value.

Since the original report was issued by Shirley
Hansen Associates early in 1981, changes in the economy,
school revenues and energy pricing have occurred. The

schools are becoming increasingly hard pressed_ finan/
cially; The percentage of local support for education
has hit an all-time low, and the schools have become
'increasingly dependent on state financial .support. The

states now provide more than 50 percent of the local

school districts' revenues.

Education's dependence on. state support does not

bode well during a time of fiscal ills in the nation's

state capitals; Three-fourths of the states_ cut their

budgets in the- 983 -1983 biennium. Since the_ schools'
financial resources arm; always mired in the past, the

schools, in 1983, were only beginning to feel the after-

math of the financial reversals that had brought such

fiscal shock to the_ttates. An average of one-third, and
as much as ore- half, of states' expenditures go to

support education. The implications for the educational
revenue picture are obvious

A recent Congressionally mandated study determined
that 40 percent of the states do not have the fiscal

capacity to serve educational needs through the year

2000.

Even as revenues become more constrained, educa-
tion's costs continue to mount. And energy continues to

pose the greatest financial problem to the nation's

schoolt. The schools are the only sector of the economy
that cannot pass through higher energy costs.



THe 1982-83 Member Survey of Opinions and Status of
the American Association of School Admihistratorl found
88_percent of the- respondents ,indicated' they currently
had malo;E_budget/finance_problems or felt such problems
were likely in the, near future. Of 411,factors posed as
contributing to their financial problems, the one most
frequently cited (82 percent) was ",increased costs of
fuel for heating/cooling." Energy clearly remains the
most volatile of school expenditures.

In spite of the press about dropping oil prices,
most sjchool districts have continued to see their energy
bills grow. The drop in pil prices has created little
direct benefit to the nation's schoosl for only 19
percent of themidepend on oil for heating. While much of
the country" took_ psychological comfort in the softening
of the oil -market, over 60 percent of_ the schools
continued to pay higher fuel bills. From 1980 to 1982,
natural gas prices went up over 30 percent.

Electricity remains the Schools' most expensive
energy source, climbing 25 percent in the same period.
In 1982, electricity was three times as expensive per
million Btus (source) as No. 2 oil.- From 1982 to the end
of the_century, electricity costs are expected to climb
an additional 25 percent. Electricity, however, is
expected to show the least percentage cost increase
throbgh 2000.

Oil costs, after a projected soft period through
1985, are expected to climb more rapidly as the 'years
progiess with No. 2 oil 54'percent higher and Nos; 4,
5, and 6 oil about 73 percent igher by 2000;

The greatest increase is pected_to be in the price
of natural gas. It is the only-major fuel expected to go
up significantly in the near future.. By 2000, natural
gas is expected to be about 80 percent above 1982 costs
in real dollars. Over 60 percent of the nation's schools
depend on natural gas as their primary heating fuel. The
urban school systems average an 80 percent dependency.
States and cities identified by the Department of
Education as having _unfavorable educational funding
prospects through 2000 have a higher than average
dependency on natural gas. In addition, they are
generally in areas requiring higher than average air
conditioning -- from utilities that I are apt to rely
heavily on natural gas.

14



Using the projected cost increase just cited,

assuming 15 percent of the energy budget for electrical

needs (excluding electricity for heating/cooling), and

projecting an average 6 perpent-per annum inflation rate,
the public schools Of America are facing the per pupil
energy costs shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. AVERAGE PER PUPIL ENERGY COSTS'
(with 6 percent per annum inflation)

Year Gas-Fired Oil-Fired Compq8ite
.

1985 $228

1990 335

2000 4 876

$130 $184

204 268

546 677

4
Current projections indicate that energy probl ms

will continue to be a major concern for the schoolt. The

cost's are expected to -escalate more rapidly in the 1990s.

t Those areas of the country 'that have the poorest
prospects for funding education are expected to incur the

greatett energy increases.

The changing financial and _energy circumstances
within which America's public schoolg must operate have

prompted a careful re-examination of the fiscal condi=

tions the schools may experience in the near future.

This report cogiLpiers conditions impacting the schools at
the close of mos, the degree to which circumstances have
changed in the three_years since the origrinal report, and

identifies the fiscal conditions which the schools are

apt to face through 2000;

AS stated in the 1981 report, "Historians and

economists alike tell us that when we seek to analyze a

given situation4 we tend to ignore our own history as

well as the larger context within which the area 'Under

study operates: The institution of public education is

at all times a portion of and a product. of American

society." The premise still hofds. it is appropriate,

therefore, to consider the national economic _picture

before turning to the more specific fiscal situation

facing the schools.

3



THE ECONOMY

The-economic profile of the United States at the end
of the last decade revealed an econoppalkeady operating
beyond the bounds of its previous stable growth patterns.
Economic uneasiness characterized the early 1980s.

LinaLLLULLIoM

The shaky economy cited in the 1981 report unfortun-
ately fulfilled its promise of the uneasy times to come.
The United States found itself in the grips of what U. S.
News and World Report called, "the longest, most vicious
spiral of inflation in U.S. histpry. Interest rates
soared to 21 1/2 percent. The Gross National Product
(measured in 1972 constane.dollars) shrank in 1%80 and
again in 1982 with -only marginal gains in 1981. Business
profits by 1982-had_dropped from the 1977 level of $114.9
billion to_$79.5 billion (in 1977 constant dollars). Not
surprisingly,as business declined, unemployment began to
climb. By 1983, it had risen from the 1979 level of 5.8
percent to 10.4 percent; Domestic poverty reached the
highest level since 19651 In 1982, 34.4 million
Americans, or 15 percent of the population, fell below
the poverty level.

By mid-1982i tie -only area of disagreement about ,the
U.S. economy was whether to describe it as a severe
recession or regard it as a full-blown depression.

In late 1982, a glimmer of recovery hope, buoyed by
dropping interest rates, started a stock mart climb
that took it to unprecedented heights: More capital
thtough increased stock value, lower interest rates, and
cautious hope, or a stronger market prompted business to

restbriiig depleted inventories.

Workers'" earnings finally outpaced inflation by
mid-71983. Consumers confidence began to climb, reaching
an 11 -year high by August 1983: The economy appeared to
be _well on the mend; Unemployment, always a lagging
indicator in economic recovery, finally began to drop in
the third quarter of 1983: Ebonomic indicators revealed
that the recovery was exceeding expectations. bus -try
Week told its readers-in July 1983 to color the -1984

calendar rosy.

16 4
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The Rest of the OHE
-

The perils of predicting the future' are clear from
the record of the recent past. The turmoil and economic
shocks of the 19708 have left economic forecasters a

little uneasy..

Economid projections are muddied by many factors
inclUding the speed and extent of the technolOgical
revolution and the country's shift from mandfacturingv to
information/Service industries. W. Clyde Helms, pr6Si-4

dent of Occupational Forecasting, has declared the
changes in industry and tedhnblogy the next five yearS
will bring greater changes'than all the years of the

industrial revoIution.(16)*

Neverthelesb, most economists foresee a more stab le

economy for the rest of the decade. Wharton 'Economeiric
Forecasting ASSociates etpepts personal income to outpace
inflation and project an average 1.7, percent 'a year
growth in disposable income from 1981 to 1991.(31)

Energy and the Economy

The energy traumas of the 1970s, which cast a pall
over the early 1980s, no longer seem so awesome: Data
Resources, Inc., predicts that gasoline will be 'in the

$2-a-gallon range by 1988, but/ once adjusted for
inflatlon will actually be less than the 1981 pump price.

_ The Energy Information Agency reportedly has credit
ed the 1982 recession with 45 percent, of the decline in

energy consumption. The American Petroleum Institute, on
the other hand, attributes 25-29 percent of the energy
consumption drop to the recession and credits other
factors, primarily conservation, with the reduced energy
demand. Whatever the factors, petroleum consumption went
down 5 percenti_natural gas 8 percent and_ domestic coal

3.3 percent. Electricity generally declined 2.3 percent
-- the first drop since World War II.

*The numerals in the parentheses in the report refer
to a numbered reference in the bibliography. When second
numerals appear after a_coIon,) they refer to specific
page number(s) in the crtedireference.
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Reduced oil consumption prompted an international
oil price war that_resulted in an OPEC price cut of $5 a
barrel in March, 198-3. Econothists were wick to enumerate
proiected benefits to the national economy: a 1 percent--
drop in-interMt rates, an 0.8 percent increas,--ih.GNP, a
savingsdpf $85 per year in energy costs for the average
household, a cut of $8 billion in the for n trade
deficit, and a1 percent drop in the Consumer nice IndeX
-- a total savings of $22-27 billion a ,year for the.
United States.

Those_who cite the uneasy situation in. the. Middle
East as a factor in energy pricing generally anticipate
higher fuel cobtS.- Dr. Eliyahu Kanovsky, chairman ot the
economic department.of-ISrael's Bar-Ilan University, has
suggested that just the opposite effeCt may be irue.
Noting that the Iranians nearly doubled their production
in 1982, Kanovsky pointed out that a strong interTtt in
support for Iraq in the Iraq-Iran -war may cause Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait to increase productidn, which could
undermine prices; Thus, increased production on both
sides to fund the war could depress the:price of oil even
further.

As welcome as -lower oil prices have been to most
Americans,*oil producing states such as Louisiana and
Texas 'have not found the news so economically pleasing.
For each drop of $1 per barrel of oil, Louisiana's"
treasury stood to lose an estimated $31 million in
revenues while Texas expected the losses to run -.asmtligh:
as $40 million.

The impact of failing oil prices on the T jicas

economy iflustrates.the negative effect dropping - energy
prices can have on a geographical region and/or a sector
of the economy.

***************************************************

A Case in Point: Texas
.04

Ever since Spindletop saved a sagging -Texas
agricultural economy more than 80 ye&Ts ago, Texas
has ridden the crest of a one- time geologiCal
phenomena. A steady decline in production° since

6
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.

1972 now threatens a fundamental change_ in the

state's economy': Focr a time, rising oil prices
compensated for lower producion. Dropping prices
paired with lower production' 'have impacted heavily
on state revenues.

The ripple effect of dropping- -prices goes_beyondl

()

direct revenues. In:early/1983,.One in ,every 12

; non-farm workekb in 'rocas was employed_ by the

: pe4o1eurti_ industry. FigUre 1 illust;Ates thee

: economic implications-for one new job' in the oil

and gas industry.

FIGURE I. TEXAS OIL: THE. EMPLOYMENT CONNECTION

3.7 jobs in
other sectors

47,ti ri
e

iJ

1 new job
in the oil
and gas industry*

$46,298 in
dividends,

$39;273 in federal; _

state'and-Nlocal taxes
(excludingltaxes for
education}

wages, $528069 gross
royalties economy wide

receipts,

ick- An 0) A, lp ro 40

11 PI 11
[J. 1J tg ti [I

Ill NEW JOBS IN THE OIL'AND GAS INDUSTRY .

0, 8;8; jobs ib retail trade )0/o 6.8 job in education
0. 8.0 jobs in services (in- o 2;9 jobs in manufactur-4

cluding legal services, ing_ _

ical care, accounting, o l01,5_joba in all other

, advertising) sectors

SOURCE: Tered Department of Water Resources, Input-Output

Model;
The industry classification is mining. Oil and gas activity

composed about 90 percent of the classificatiOn_in Texas,

although it also includes other mining, such as lignite,

uranium. and sulphur-

'7
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Job losses, ofcourse, have the reverse effect.
Cutbacks in energy employment mean additional loses
_in-such revenues as sales taxes and increased costs
in areas associated with unemployment.

,The petroleum industry provides a major share of
the state's operating funds. The oil and gas
severance taxes alone represented 28.7 percent of
all state tax collections tri 1982.

Fifty - two percent of the state's expenditures went
to fund education in 1983. The relationship is
painfully obvious. Declining oil prices jeopar-
dize the state's ability to support education.

***********************.**************************##

With phrases such as "oil glut," ringing in their
ears, some observers, in 1983, began to ask how long the
conservation ethic could be sustained. As a possible
early warning sign of .a weakening conservation ethic,
Americans renewed theirlove affair with"the automobile,
the bia automobile. In the first six months of 1983,
sales figures from Ward's Automobile Reports showed
luxury cars increasing their market share to 6.4 percent,
up from 5.8 percent for the same period in the preceding
year. ,(19) Chase Econometrics predicted that luxury car

wouldould double by 1990, with the big car's share of
,theuxury market growing to 51.8 percent.(20)

This type of behavior and other, evidence of increas-
ing energy demands paired with the "most precipitous

.decline in drilling this industry has ever seen,"
prompted Ted Eck, chief economist for Standard Oil
Company (Indiana) to predict tight 'von markets in the
months.ahead. Eck observed .n April 1983 that conditions
increasingly pointed to oil prices coming full cycle
"back to where we were in the 1970s when we failed to
drill as many wells to replace.' production, and imports
went up." (9)

Other economists, however, .after carefully, estab-
lishing caveats such as natUril gas decontrol, no -Middle
East crisis, or the relationship of ,econdibic recovery to
demand; do not -foresee any- energy-induced economic

1 20
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diSruption in the coming decade reminiscent of the 1970s; 1

'A Shadow on the Horizon"

The dark cloud- that looms large on the horizOn of
America's economic recovery is the -federal: deficit.

- Concern -that the money supply will no.t be sufficient to
feed the federal coffers has caused _economists_ to
speculate that money market pressures could spawn higher
interest _rates.- This speculation and a_relatively_stable
U.S._ economy caused foreign investors late in 1983 to
buy heavily into the U.S.__ money market; driving the
dollar to record levels on the foreign exchange.

The immediate effect of the increased dollar value
on the international market was a "silent- tariff" on U S.
corporate overseas sales; The January- September 1983
shortfall in trade, fed by a strong dollar and -' greater
demand for imports, totaled $46:6 billion. This_ nine
month drop of $3.9 billion e'xceeded the preceding twelve
months;(21)- Implications for multinational companies,
balance Of trade, domestic employment and other
segments of the-economy began to loom large again;

This shortfall and similar economic concerns caused
many economists to view soaring federal deficits as an
obstacle to recovery:- Martin Peldstein7, :Chairman_of the
President's Council; tEconomic Advisers warned that the
high federal deficit ,looming in the future raise the
risks that economic- recovery "Will:Ape petering out in a

year or two years." k7)

Commenting on the deficit and the future, J; Peter
Grace,:chairMan_tif_the _Private Sector Survey of Cost
Control observed, "...at some point we're going to hit
rtal trOUble,_ :;./'11 bet you that '85 is the moment of

truth, regardlessiof who's elected in 1984;" (22i56)

Despite a surprisingly strong economic recovery in

1983, doubts were widespread at year's end. Uncertainty
regarding future energy prices and availability in the

years ahead still prevailed.

In this uneasy climate, School-people must plan the
financial future of education and the development of the
America's most precious resource, the nation's youth.

9
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THE RUH4LC SCHOOL

The Schoold are peculiarly and parti ularly
vulneable to , economic uncertainty. Today's School
revenues must educate tomorrow's citizenry, an= those
revenues are determined by yesterday's public attitudes..
The very_"publicness" of America'spplic school system
remains, its strength and its economic weakness.

The phrase, public school, has become such a 'one-
word label that the descriptor public is often
overlooked. However, public is the essence of the
institution. Its importance_ in America's edubation
System warrants a reiteration from the 1981 report:

Our public schools were established by the public
throdgh their local and state governments and are'
funded by the public. Their public purpose is to
maintain the culture and develop an educated
Atitizenry essential to an effective democracy;
They-; have a concomitant responsibility to the-
individual and to the state. One of the, public
schools' most distinctive services is the societal
meshing that works to eradicate class, distinctions.
This unique Service, however, poses a tremendous
planning problem for the public schools:, for they
must take whoever arrives on the doorstep. s They
have essentially no control over the numbers or
variations in their "raw material." Furthermore,
it is incumbent on every school 'froth inner city
Chicago to the wheat lands of Palouse, Washington
to take whatever walks in the door and offer° the
services necessary'to provide a FREE appropriate
educatiOn =- regardless of the resources -available
to do it.

The public Schools are further hamstrung in any
orderly planning by the numbers of outside forces
at play mandating exactly what'those servi9es will
be -- again, without regard to cost.

The public schools do not collect a fee. Nor do
they 'charge a price for Vile finished pr uct. The
public-schools do not control the level of funds
available to them to prov,ide_the require serviced.
They are completely vulnetable. TheAaulachools_
are the ONLY sector ofmozw_thafsainnotpara

10



through higher costs in fees, charges, or the price
of goods.

The public schools are dependent on
federal, state and local revenges -for fin ncial, support;
They receive Approximately .7 of a percent from

non- government sources: With few exceptions, they are,

increasingly at the mercy of aIlocators 'in/ far-off
Washington; D.C., .(7.4 percent) and in the state
capitals (50.3 percent) for tbeir revenues. Nearly 60

percent, of__their. operating 'funds are beyond local

control,. AllocatorS, subjected to political winds and-

the vagaries of thd process, too often cannot relate to

local nbedS. Qb

EDUCATIONAL REVENUES

in the decade since the 1973-74 embargo years,
educational revenues have not kept pace with inflation.
Table 2 shows the__ revenue receipts and percent of revenue
by source for 1973-1974 through 1982-1983.'

The progresSiVe increase in dollars_shown in Table 2
reflectS the '_effect's of inflation. The 'bottom line

across the dollar columns represents the 1922-1983 school
revenues converted by useof the 'Consumer Pr4te Ipdex

ratio* to 1973 constant dollars for purposes of

comparison. Itpan be seen that total estimated revenues
for 1982-1983 provided the_schools wig) fewer spendable
dollars than,they had availdae ten years earlier.. The

*The Consumer-Price Index (CPI) for cities_ in 1973

was 133. In June 1983, the CPI for cities was 8.1. To
convert 1973 dollars 'to a 1983 value-, -the ,1973_ CPI was

divided by the 1983 cpi (1973 CPI/1983 CPI _= 133/298.1 =

.4462)._ The 1973 dollars were then dividedi by the CPI

ratio of ;4462 to determine the 1983 dollars needed to

achiee the same spending power as .1973. The problems
associAted with consumer price indexing are recognized;
but this procedure, recommended by the Statistics;Branch,
U.S. Bureau of Census, Department of Commerce, qffers a

simitIle,if not precise way to arrive at-

spendable 'dollar values. This _procedure it consistee
with the methodologyused in the 1981,report.



(

-total 1973 revenues, $56,869 mi4ion divided by the CPI
ratio of .4462 equals $127,452k million. L--Amdrica's
.schools.wdiald have had to have $127,M52 million in--
.1982=83 to have had the same spending power as ten years
earlier. Tbe total 1982-1983 estimatedrevenues were
$116,273 million -- $11.2 billions short'. of the. same

,spending level as in 1973. The scnools in 1982-83 had
9.6 percent fewer spendable dollars than they did.at the
time of the 1973 embargo.

TABLE PUBLIC SCHOOL ESTIMATED
AND PERCENTAGES BY SOURCE; 1973

RECEIPTSREVENUES:
-74 to 1982-1983.

IT6

Rgvenue receipts by source
(in millions),

Percent of revenue by source
an' millions)

..

Fede4a1 .

Year
State Lcital Total Federal.,,, State Local

1973-74 $4,701 $24;299 $27,04 $56,869 8.3 42.7 49.0.

1974-75 5089 27,472 30,486 63,047 8.1 43.6 48;4

1975=-76 5,949 30,617 :31,463 70,029 8.5 43.7 47.8

1976 -77 6,355 320;33 35,965 75,303 8.4 43;8 47;8

1977-78 7;231 36,369'. 38,545 82,146 8.8-. 44.3 46.9

1978-79 7,737 41,521 38,507 87,765 8.t 47.3 43.9

19797-86 8,545 46,571 40;245. 95,370 9.0 48.8- 42.2

1980-81 .8,7977 50,567. 44,770 104,134 8.4 48.6

1981=82 8,493 54,158 47,622 110,274 7.7. 49.1

198283 8,653 58,445 49,175 116,273 7;4 42.3

1973 dollars
at 1983 inflated level 127,452

Source: National
calculations

Education Association; excluding 1973 dollar.
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,REVENUE SOURCE TRENDS

A review of the percent of revenue column in Table _2
indicates thatin the past decade the trend has been away\
from local revenues (by 6.7. percent). Since ,1980,

federal "revenues have dropped tly 1.6 percent from a high

of 9 percent. Even though there was a slight_trtnd away
from state support in 1981, the overall pattern reveals a
substantial increase (7.6 percent) in, relative state
support. The pattern of gradual decline at the local

level remains'consistent.

Federal Revenues ,

In the six years prior to 1981=82, the annual growth
rate of federal aid to _education averaged 11.2

percent.(5) From 1981 to 1982, the federal education
budget held about constant, falling slightly from $14.8

billion to $14.7 billion. Related support, such as child
nutrition, was reduced. . Of the 1982-1983 estimated
public_education budget of $116.3 .billion, the federal
share dropped to its lowest point in 10 years, 7.4

percent.

de Of. $* Several social/poli-
tical funding issues either .are or can alter elem-
entary/secondary revenues significantly.

-

LOIROStbakid. Federal installations draw down the
available_ taxable propertyto support the schools.
ItpaCt Aid offers federal support to districts to

recompense the school system for the '_losa Of tax

support due to parents who live and/or work on
";federal property._ In recent_ years, changes in

federal funding /procedures under the program has
created considerable controversy and litigation; For

example, school systems_ required to continue
educating_a large number_ of children _from military
bases without commensurate remuneration took action
against the- federal gOvernment;_

13
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********************************************

A Case in Point:
Fairfax County Public\Schools, Virginia

In recent years the Fairfax County Public
Schools have annually served about 1500
students living Fort Belvair. At the
estimated_1982-83 per pupil (ADA) costs of
$2,917, educating these children would have
cost the school system $4.375, miIIIon. (This
figure is conservative as the_Fairfax County
Public Schools' cost per pupil.is above the
national average.) To the extent that this
cost was not supported 10.17 . the children'S
parents,the state or the federal government,
the burden was shifted to the non-military
taxPayers-..lor programs and services to all
students were cut.

A cut in federal reimburseMent under Impact
Aid prompted the Fairfax school system to
notify Fort belvoir that tuition would be
charged to make up the loss. The, U.S,
Justice Department then sued the school
system. The district moved to contest the
suit; The broad support for the School
system's actions was reflected by the
Virginia Legislature when it passed FIB- L254,
legislation specifically designed to: clear
the way for the district to challenge the
federal'governmentiz During a ten week period
wh le the judge_' took the case under

isement, an additional federal appropri-
tion was made which reinstated the needed

funds; so. the case became moot.

Itt*******************************************.
o Tuition tax credits, which would allow parents tax

credits for tchbol tuition, remains a viable issue.
The_public school revenue implications of public_
funds following children to private schools is
relatively obvious.

Implications for school budgets relative to

'14







population shifts are not as readily apparent.;
Schools generally receive state aid based on student
attendance. A shift of attendance to private schools
through- a tax credit = ,inaehtive would reduce
attendance and state aid. Declining enrollments do
not Commensurately reduce coats. For example, fewer
students mean fewer teachers: Reducing teaching
staff usually means the teachers with the greatest
seniority, and the higher pay, are retained. .As a
result, teacher costs per pupil go up.

o ELlagrajita merged 33 previously separate federally
funded programs under the Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act (ECIA), Title V, Subchapter D of the
Omnibus Budgei. Reconciliation Act of 1981 (P.L.

97-35). ECIA's funding mechanism to the States was
based on the number of school-age children in each
state. The law requires state distribution formulas
to consider "children whose education imposed a

higher than average cost per child." Once received
by the district, however, the lat4 imposed no spending
constraints.

Concern for how specific programs would \fare under
, the block grant procedures was and is the object Of
much comment in the education community. The Block
Grant program, however, 'fulfilled its promise to

decentralize some of the federal involvement in

education and place more' educational decision making
at the discretion of the state and local governmene.
It also has had _the effect of furthtr increasing. tthe
state role in education finance.

_ In the past decade, the relative positions of local

and'state Support for public. education have done an

almost complete reversal. The full significance of the

states' dominant role regarding the education-purse
strings has yet to be fully realized.

State Finance
AP,

GreAter state activity in educational funding iS

generally attributed to state efforts to equalize the

disparities within states. Equalizing efforts have moved

15
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education funding away_ from the heavy reliance on
property tax and the unequal value of taxable _property
among school districts. As the state shake of fina9cing
has grown, the proportion of property taxes in state and
local tax revenues has declined from 45 percent in 1964
to 31 percent in 1981. (25)

Another reason for the stlift to state level funding
is the tax limitations and =spending caps put on local
districts.' The "taxpayer revolt," which prompted the tax
limitation measures, appeared to be waning as early as

1981, but the repercussions creating greater state
support for education have remained.

State support of education remained strong _through
1981: The states spent $96.9 billion on all education
that year, up 10.2 percent, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. Of that figure, local school districts received
$55.7 billion; Another $8.1 billion went to libraries
and other educational services. (Note: The Census
Bureau figures include federal program money channeled
through the state, such as Chapter 1 aid for the
disadvantaged and education blbck, grant funds.)

This trend toward more absolute state dollars for
education, however, should be viewed in terms of the rate
of inflation at the time. In 1981, inflation at 12.4
percent still outpaced the increases in state education
spending. In other words, the schools were getting more
out of the state pocket, but it bought. less. It also
should be noted that total state spending went up 13

_ percent while education support, even with some federal
menIes-Ine_-luded, went up only 10.2 percent.

Even so, those were the good times. In 1982, the'
ability of the states to support education rapidly
deteriorated. Indicative of the weakened position of

state finance, the -NatiOnal Conference' of State
begislatures reported in October of 1982 that twenty-one ,,

states had already been forced to cut budgets which had'
taken effect only the preceding July.

Conditions prompted the Education Commission of
States in 1982 to issue a report which stated, The
fiscal condition- of the states is not good. The
beginning of the eighties may well mark an unprecedented

4
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P turn-around in the fiscal health of mast states, while at
the same time an unprecedented disparity among them."
(10)

From an_$11_billion surplus_three_years_earlier, the
50 states slipped into a_$3.8 billion deficit_ position by
early 1983._ Since_all states are required_to_maintain
balanced budgets this figgre_seemed_niuch more awesome to
the governors than the much larger federal deficit. The,

tally prompted Utah's Governor Scott Matheson, chairman
of the National Governors Association, to comment, "This
is by far the bleakest evaluation of the state of _the
states we have ever seen._ It_is very clear.ta us there
is real serious hemorrhaging."

This red ink; "hemorrhaging" has profound
tions for edUCatiOn. Elementary/secondary_ experiOigIeS
represent one -third of the average state budget:: _:Then
major cuts in state expenditures must be made4--rtddeing
public school-funding seems inescapable; The staeWric0
ink of today will bleed into the school budgets
tomorrow; Figure 2 graphically displays- theutuge
ability of the various states to pay the school bill.

FIGURE 2. ;TATS PROSPECTS IN SUPPORTING PUBLIC
EDUCATION THROUGH 2000
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The data reflected_in Figure 2 is drawn from the
Congressionally mandated School Finance Project's work;
In the first of four reports, "The Prospects for
Financing Elementary/Secondary Education in- the States,"
(25) the researchers found that_nearly 40_percent of the
states face dnfavorable prospects for adequately
maintaining_ support for elementary and secondary
education through the year 2000.

State-Local Finance

Fiscal constraints facing the States loom large
When state, And ldeal finances are considered togetheri
howevetp a trend of even greater__ significance to
.education is revealed: the progreseive decline in funds
allddated for public education as a: portion of the
state-local public sector -Tunds. Since 1975, the
percentage of state-local funds going to the public
sector has remained relatively stabIe.--_ However,- -during
that period the public schools' share _has dropped. In
the early 19708,, local schools_receivednearly 30 percent
of state-local expenditures. "By1975,_it was down to:_27
percent and by 1981, it had,vfallen below 25 _percent;-
During the same period, the proportion of state-local
public seotOt_fUnds going_ to healthi hospitals and
welfare vittually 'equalled the decline in education's
share.(25:i)

Local Revenues

The percentage of educational revenues from local
\sources is the lowest it has ever been in the country's
history.

As own in Table 2, the' proportion of local support
for ed Ation climbed slightly in 1980-81, but in
1982-83, it dropped_jto a new low of 42.5 percent. As
noted earlier, the shift away from local, support can be
attriJuted primarily to state attempts to equalize per
pupil revenues among the districts in a _state. and to

.adjust-for local, tax limitations prompted by the tax
revolt.-

The "tpxpayer revolt," as _described earlier,

18



appeared_to be waning by the early 1980s. Property taxes
were again clitbing. From a 2.2- percent drop in 1979,
property-tax_revenues rose by 5.5 percent in 1980., Taxes
from real state and -personal property increased 9;5
percent in 1981. 7

Despite this increase in local property_ tax', the
schools' share of local support and the combined_ state
and local public sector support was shrinkihg.

1. Propertytaxes were coming back but :educatibn. was not
recovering -its previous_ share Of this revenue. The
traditional local support for schoOls, the property taxi
had eroded and other interests were successfully
competing for the local dollar.

"The trend away from local support and primarily away
from property taxes has made education even more
vulnerable in an uncertain economy. The increased
reliance on income tax to suppoit the schools has tied
the well-being more to vacillating employment and less
to the relatively stable property tax.

Erjaestosusgomt.
.

A relatively small, but important, funding source
has increasing significance to education. Spurred by the
Meagan Administration's Private Sector Initiatives
program and a keen interest in successful education
practices by the business-industry community; voluntary
contributions to the schools have grown. The portion of
the school budget from this source has climbed to 0.7

percent. This, of course, does not fully address the
value of volunteera in the schools.

Under various labels, such as Business-Education
Partnerships or Adopt-a-School, business has exercised a
renewed interest in education. Volunteerism has -reached
a new high and become an important part of education's
resources.

As critical as this monetary support and current
participation is in meeting today's educational needs,
the move to broaden the public schools' support base may
be the greatest; benefit to education's financial planners
of the 1990s.

-:
)
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THE REVENUE

Future
to predict.
conditions,
educational

FUTURE 7

ppblic spending patterns are always dftticult.n.
Based on past trends and current econsmic!.

the following projections regarding
financing seem likely:

c

Local schoois are .apt to become increasingly
dependent on state financial assistance.

In-:the face of state fiscal problems, the
absOlute dollars available to education will
tend to fall or at leatt not keep pace with
inflation.

o Public sector funds* may decline as a portion
of state budgets.

o The schools are not expected to recover heir
previous_:share of the state -local public
seetor_pfe.: In fact, the trend suggests

' education_ will not maintain its present
status and-further proportional losses are
likely.

TheSe statements are clouded with uncertainties
becaUse they are predicated op the hazardous _process of
making assumptions regarding' -the future behavior_ of .

individuals and governmental_bodies. A brie examina-
tion of two major_ countervailing forces --: (1)_ changing
demographics and_(2)-the resurgence of an interest in

education -7 will help illustrate the problem of
accurately predicting future revenue patterns.

Demogxaphigs

Through the year 2000, the school-age population is

expected to __remain small relative to the total
population. The proportion of parents of school-age
children, _traditionally the core of community support for
the schools; will be-similarly small.

Meanwhile the adUlt_population over 65 is expected
to maintain its continued, often rapid, growth. This-,
increate is.apt to create. a greater demand for public
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services in direct competition to education for the
public sector dollar. At the same time, the elderly
(over 65) historically have been the least suppokiVe age
group of public education. The graying of Amerita could
have a-major impact on edutational revenues available As,
a portion of the public purse.

e Reagan Administration's leadership in examining
publi:education placed the institution's needs on the
front page and,in the public conscience. Most notably,
the A Nation at Risk The Imperative for
4dutational Reform, from the National Commission on.
Excellence in Education highlighted edpcation's problems
'and its vital role.in American society..

Thiinterest may translate itself into increased
state legislative appropriations for education- and into
more partnerships between business and education. Two
bright spots in a rathet bleak state education finance
picture help support this Contention._

.

********A***.***** ****************************

Cases in Point: right Spots in State
Educati al Finance

Long plagued with a last place- designation in
the educational, ranking of the states,
Mississippi took action in 1983 to upgrade its
educational program. The 'Mississippi
Legislature's appropriation, wan, designed to
provide free. statewide ,kindergartenag for the
first time, a 10 percent teacher pay increase,
and stro4ger compulsory 'attendance laws. The

,.measure - ,also stiffened public school
-ac axeditation standards and -'teacher,

certification standards.
17°

California
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In a strong move to heal the fiscal wounds to.-

education from Proposition 13, California
increased elementary-secondary appropriations by'
$800 million in 1983. As part of a public

-
_school reform measure (Hughes-Hart Act), the law
had some 80 changes to'accompany the new funds.
Included in the act were ipcentives to school
districts to extend the school year and the
school apy, provisions' to ralse_ teachers'
saAries lover three years to an Annual minimum
of $18,000 adjusted for inflation, ; adminits-
trative training programs and changes related to
graduation requirements, curricula, special
programs, and school facilities.

************************************************

The depth and- duration of therenewed interest in

education are critical unknowns; The extent to which it

Will manifest itself in direr financial_ support is

uncertain; Front7page issues are historically transient.
If just these two countervailing. forces were used to
,project future educational revenues, the future would be
relatively bleak;, for it seems_ reasonable to surmise
that people will be old a _lot longer. thw :they'll be
interested in education; In the context ,of_` assessing
educational_ revenues through the year 2000i the resurgent
awareness of Oucational need is likely to be short-term
while the demographic forces will persist.

.
DISPARITIES IN EDUCATIONAL FINANCING

Through any attempt to create a' national profile of
the public school fiscal condition runs the danger of

suggesting the situation is typical for all school
systems; , National averages provide refe4ence points and

---indicate broad trend; they do not necessarily represent
specific school situations. In fact at the close of

1983, the disparities among districts within states
remain great and the disparities among the states were
growing.

Two factors, fiscal \capacity and fiscal effort,

,account for 65 -8D percent of the schools' fiscal
diversity among states. The two figures presented below

;

s
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and on the_following page help emphasize the divergence
in State financing_ patterns. Figure 3 portrays the
difference in fiscal capacity by state measured in per
capita personal income. (25:44). Figure 4 shows the
states' fiscal support for education characterized as
high, medium, or low educational effort (25:46).

The pattern of federal aid to education through the
states, which used to have a partly mitigating effect,
now inadvertently tends to increase the differences among.
states.

e-t

FIGURE 3. STATE-FISCAL CAPACITY; -- MEASURED IN PER
CAPITA PERSONAL INCONE 110X
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FIGURE 4; STATE FISCAL EFFORT, 1980,441
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In summary, the national school revenue picture

reveals:

o a decline in federal aid to education,

o a declinin state fiscal capacity,

o a red ction in the state-local portion
publi sector support,

a drop in educatibn's portion of the
state-local pub ic sector,.
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greater diversity among states in support
for education,

o growth in the states share of funding
public schools to over 50 percent from all
sources, and

the lowest level of local support in the
history of American education.

DECLINING FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Whatever the source, the bottom line is still clear:
the schools have not kept pace with inflation since 1973.
The CPI has grown 124 percent in that time; the school
budget 104 percent. The nation's schooI-age population
is expected to increase by 5.3 percent in the. last half
of the 1980s and increase another 12.2 percent in the
1990s. The CPI ratio applied to the total 1973-74 school
revenues of $56,869 indicates a 1982-83 budget of $127.5
billion would be needed just to maintain the same level
of spendable -dollars.. The 1982-83 budget was estimated
at $116.3 billion, over $11 billion below the maintenance

`level.

SchooI.finance theorists have cited many reasons for
declining financial support for the schools. While the
relative emphasis has 'bhanged over time and by the
particular analyst,_the reasons.tend to remain consistent
and viable. The following reasons represent some of the
more frequently voiced observations:

1. Tax limitations have capped school spending
increases or capped property taxeR, the
primary source of local revenue. 4

Reduced reIianbe on property tax in the
aftermath of Serrlin s .Pies± has not
been recovered in other tax bases.

3. Schools_Schools must compete 'for local revenues,
particularly in the -!cities, with other
public sector needs.
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. The proportion of adults with school-age
children has declined, resulting in a

smaller core constituency; and, converse-
ly, yle proportion of adults over 65' hag
grown.

5. Declining enrollments, have induced cost
containment arguments. State aid based on
attendance figures is lower..

6. The fj.nancial base for urban schools is

diminishing; generating- revenues becomes
I increasingly difficult in the big cities.

7. Public support for education has declined.
Reasons often cited are:

a; drops in student achievement,
b..- disciplinary problems,
c. collective bargaining among- education

employees,-
d. switched allegiance to private educa-

`tion =-=' Sometimes following federal
And/or court intervention in public
Schools', and

ei the opportunity for a tax weary public
to say "Noll" to something in the
voting booth.

Whatever the reasons for the level of support or the
lack of support fa education, the ,schools' fiscal
condition can best be assessed _by weighing the revenue
situation against the financial demands.

EDUCATION'S FINANCIAL DEMANDS

TWo dimensions are important to, au assessment'' of
future financial demands on education. The firSt'iS the
demand for schooling- -the size of the population to be

educated and the special educational needs that
population is apt to have. The other, and related,
dimension is operational needs. These_ include the costs
of providing and maintaining, educational facilities,
furnishing energy, transporting students,-handling liti-
gation, and meeting federal and state mandates.
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THE DEMAND FOR SCHOOLING: POPULATION SIZE

By the late 1980s, the term
will have faded into history.in most states._ National
the school-age gopulatiOn is expected tsz, increase 5.3
percent from 1985 to 1990 apd Another 12.2- percent from
:1990 to 20.00. _By_the end of the century, the number of
Children in school.is expected to.be 18.2 prcent gieater
than ill1985.

o
The projected growth patterns are, of course, un-

even; In additIon- to a: projected absolute growth
schoo1-age children for the nation as a wholei, shifting
populations will continue to account for - growth
decline) in certain states. Migration to the West and
Southwest is expected to continue; With the_ekception nf.
Mississippi, where high_groWth is anticipated, -the South.
is expected to leVel off_tizi'More moderate growth;___States
in southern NeW England, Mideast, and the'Great Lakes are_,
expected -to ShOW marlioal growth or _continued decline,
AntiCipated Chan4esin'school-age_ populations from 1985
to 2000 are mesented in Table 3 and .graphically
portrayed in Figure 5;

The timing acid the _rate_ of increase will differ
among states and among districts within a_ state; The
percentage_ of_aintiCipated_ grOWth_for _different time
frames depidtedin the,firsLtwo column6 of Table 3 help
highlight this expected unevenness.

The direct instructional costs related to the size
of the sChoop.-age population is the single moSt:iMportant
-factor in calculatingifinancial demand. Generally,_ more
-ifiid'ents place 'greater finandial demands on a school
district than.any other factor.

Declining enrollment also costs the schools. In

addition to the operational costs_ 'associated with
maintaining unoccupied'_ or underutilized buildings,
coutmigration increases personnel costs per pupil: For
instance, one school system in the Great Lakets area was

forced to close 42 school within A two-year period. At

the end of that time, 87 percent of the teaching. staff
was at the top of the pay schedule.
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TABLE 3 SCS2OL-=AGE WM:MATIONS 7 1985 TO 2000

Percent
State_and Change
Region 1985-1990

UniOad.States +5;3

Newt. England___
Connecticut

.Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
-Vermont

Hide/let
Delaware _ -1.5
Diatrict_of
Columbia

Maryland -2.2
New Jersey' -6.9
New York -7.6
Pennsylvania -4;2

Great Lakes
Illinois
Indiana_
Michigan:
Ohio
Wisconsin

Plains
Iowa.
Kansae7"
Minnesota
Missouri

11:3Nebraska +12.2
NorthiDakota , +15.3
South-Dakota +17.4

Southeast
Alabaia
Arkansas
Flotida
Georgia_
Kentucky_
Louipiana
Nle/447JAPPI
North Carolina
Soutb,Caiolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

Southeeat
Ariaona
New_Mexico
Oklahoma
Texai

RockyRountairr7
, Colorado,

Idaho
Montana

11,11=i44
Par West

California
Nevada

'Oregon -

Washington
Meek&
Hawaii

+5.9 k
,=4.0
+10'.4
- 2;2
+7;6

-0.8
+3.1 1,

0.

- 2.0 \,-

+5.6 "-

-+12.9

+7.6
+10.7
+9.1

' +3.2
+9.6

+12.6
+,23.8
+0.8
+4.6
+7.0

+15.8
+16.8 -
+14.1
+13.5

+12.3
+21.0
+14:9
+31.4
+29.9

+10.7
+15.8
+18.1
+7.0
+8.8

+12.4

Percent Percent
Change Change

1990-2000 1985 -2000

+12.2 +18.2

+0.3 -6.4
+21.2 +28.2
+6.4 +2.1
+33.6 +47.5
+7.3 +4.9

+21.1 +30.4

-3.5 +4.9

-23.1' -36.5
-1.3 -3.5
-6.4 -12.8
-8.9 -15.9
-3.8 -7.8

-5.9 ' -6:6
+2.0 +5.2
+r:4 +1.4
-3.4 1 -5.3
+6.6 +12.5

\+7.2 +15.6
+13k.6 +28.1
E11;1 +19.1
+5.1 +11.7

+19.6 . +34.2
+20.1 +38.5 )

+20.0 +40.9

+10.7 ±27.7'
+16:9 ±29.5
+16.0 . +28.7
+13.7 +17.3
+22.5 +14.2
+19.5 +41.6.
+27.4 +57.8
+10.8 411.7
+13.9 +19.1
'4.20.2 +28.6
+10.4 .4.11.7

+3.3 +5.4

+35.2 +56.6
+25.8 +46.9
+20.3 +37.3
+28.2 +45.5

+30.0 +45.9
+30.5 +57.9
+19.3 +37.1
+39.4 83.1
+47.1 +91.0

+19.6 +32.4
+38.6 +60.5
+32.2 +56.2
+18.1 +26.4
±17.3 < +27.6
+25.4 +40.9

Sources George Resnick and n Pit%in. "Cohort of-School-
Age Populations for'States d Regions prepared for the
School Finance Project (1982).
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FIGURE 5. SCHOOLAGE POPULATIONS; 1985 TO 2000
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The National Center for Educational Statistic";
(NCES) has reported that only 10 percent of the per pupil

)cost can be saved immediately when a student leaves the
district. Lee Wolfe of NCES has observed that the
schools must continue to pay money on "phantom kids."
According to NCES, it takes five to six years after a
student leaves to wash out the associated overhead costs.

SI"
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THE DEMAND FOR SCHOOLING: EDUCATIONAL NEED

That some. students cost more to educate than others
is well documented. This factor is the basis for much of
the federal assistance.to education. The special needs,
student's bring tfo School Contribute to the.
demands placed o^ educational budgets. The "publicness"
of public education discussed earlier usually requires
that thoSe needs be met without regard to available
resources.

One of the great problems inherent in/ projecting
future educational needs is the attempt to identify

specific characteristics and needs students (who may not
even be born yet) will bring to school in the future.
Recent trends and an assumption that those trends Will
continue must' serve as the analytical bases for

determining the future financial deband from special
educational needs.

The increased percentage of secondary students is

having a shortterm effect. Experience suggests other
student characteriStics such as poverty, limited .EngliSh-
proficiency, and handicapping conditions are apt to place
a greater finanqial demand on the public schools.

High School' Students

The Department of Education-(ED) estimates that the
cost to educate a high school student (grades 9-12) is

1.5 times as -much as that required for an elementary
student (grades 1(e). ED, in examining per pupil costs
and te implications of student age shifts,rhas reported,

Thus, the cost per student was forced upward
by the movement of students from the
elementary to the secondary levels. In 1970,
secondary studentb_represented 29 percent of,

enrollment; by 1975, they accounted for 32
percent, and this proportion remained between
32 and 34 percent throughout the rest of 4pe
decade. (24:40)
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The eIementary/secondary ratio remained at approx-
imatefy the Same through the early 1980s. It is expected
to continue through much o the decade until the
projected ,increaSe in birthrat begins to reverse the

pattern.

Povert,4

The proportion of school-age children in poverty
rose in the 1970s. Drawing on the practices of several
states that provide_extra aid for 'Such children, the cost
to educate a child from a poverty-level family is about
25 percent more than average. (26)

The actual increases were concentrated inlabout half
the states, especially the Northeast, Mi.chigan and

Illinois. This pattern may persist in the 19130S as the
anticipated outmigrAtion takes a disproportionate number
of higher income residents away; thereby increpsing the
relative proportion of poverty students..

7.

In addition to the ,outmigration influence, other'
factors that can influence the' relative, grpwth
school-age children-in poverty in a- specific area are:

the higher fertility rate among low-income popuIationplt
inmigration (movement within a country), and immigration
(from outside the country). Immigration, such as the

influx of illegal aliens in border, states, not only
increases the numbers and usually the proportion of

school -a )ge children in poverty, but often increase
edudatlonal demand because of their unfamiliarity with
English.

LImIted-EngliSh-Proficiency

A great disparity exists among stater in the per
centage of students with limited Englpth proficiency.
Six states--New York, California, Texas, Arizona, New

Mexico and Hawaii- -have concentrati-ons,exceeding 10

percent. An additional seven states range-from 4 to 10

percent incidence. The remaining 37 states' have 3

percent or less, although individual school districts
within those states may have higher concentrations of

such children.
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Apart from the level of concentration, costs to a
district will vary with the number of languages being
served. For example, a Texas school district with a
large percentage df , students with limited English
proficiency who are all conversant in Spanish is apt to
have less financial demands than a district in Florida
where 9 percent of the students speak 56 different
languages.

aaPiic21341zeil
The proportion of handicapped children across. all

states is more constant than other special' need
characteristics. In the 1979-1980 school year, the
proportion of children receiving special education
services for the handicapped ranged from a high of 12.4
percent in Massachusetts to a-low of 5.3'percent in New
Hampshire. (25:33)

Services for the handicapped are generally much more
expensive than services for the average student. or Ipr
the student with other special needs. .'IThse procedure fl,r
calculating state allocations, referred to as weighted
pupil average, usually assumes the cost of educating a
handicapped child at three times a regular student.

Following the passage of the, Education for A4
Handicapped Children Act, generally referred to as P.L.
94-142, the number of handicapped students served by the
public schools has increased every yekr

The actual costs of educating a child is not always
the only variable in financial demand. As discussed
later under litigation costsivA2 of every 5 cases
involving stuients frbm -I-97,7 to \1981 related to the
education of handicapped children.

InatiactlanaLklandatra
Federal and state mandates UhaIly require special

'services and compliance paper work. Both increase the
financial demand on the schools. For example, "related
services" under P.L. 94-142 has been interpreted to
require such services as psychotherapy and
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Catheterization at public: school expense.

The Push for 'Excellence -'-. In the- aftermath of the

report from the National Commission on Excellence in

Education, a renewed interest in educational quality has

emerged across the nation. States are adding hours to

the school days and days to the school year in response

to a perceived need. New curriculum guidelinea_ and
course requirements are being put in place. (See "Cases

in Point: California," page 22.)
go,

Exit,--ttsts._ Many states have instituted , minimum
competency tests to qualify students for graduation. A

great'dealof time and money has gone into the concept at
the state and local level. The idea met its first great

challenge when Florida withheld diplomas from more than

3;000 high school senior's who failed the test. Legal

analysts and state,testing__ experts say the decision under
Df.i2Tarling.ton tends to support the judicious

use of exit tests and sets forth a manageable standard.

Math; Science and Technology Press-dr-ea

The shortage-of :math and Science teachers and the

drop inithe number of high school students taking 'thead

courses has prompted national dialogue. Suggested
remedies_include paying teachers of math and science a

bonus and adding requirements or inducements in bring

pore students back to thesciences. Jr:Creased use of the

---'computer and courses in computer science are part of the

suggested response to these mounting pressures;'
,

Learning_by bits and bytes has become the new

hallmark of education in the technological age. In

addition to the outside pressures to keep up with the new

computer,era, a recent study py_ three ,University of

Michigan researcher:4, reported. in the JtItornal of

Educational---Ptychology,_ indicated students_ using

compute is perform better than other students; . The

improved performance, however, is not chap.

t
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****************************************************W

A Case in Point: Omaha, Nebraska
.

In 1983, the school system cOnsidered eXpanding
the use of microcomputerq to the classroom. The
district calculated that to put 3 microprocessors
in each elementary sc4pol, 10 in each junior high
school and 13 in each high school would cost
$800,000. The figure reportedly did not include

tall the software, maintenance, increased energy
usage, teacher training, and other" -.associated
costs.

*****************************************************

Euraming_ilyEducAtianaLlietd

Table 4 offers a composite picture of th majbr edu-
cational need factors by.state. The most ch ldren with
special educational needs across the-nation are those in
poverty One child in seven falls in this. category.
Nearly one child in every ten in the.country is served as
handicapped. While there is overlap in these
percentages; i.e., children in poverty may also be
unfdmiliar with_Engllsh, the costs to serve each need
tend to compctund. The sum of ,these percentages (30.2
percent) does, tlierefore, suggest that.the public schools
incur additional special education expenses for nearly
one-third of the typical student enrollment.

The separate columns in Table 4 show how eitens ely
educational need varies by state The percentag of
children in poverty ranged from a low of 6.8 percen in_
Wyoming to 31.3 percent in Miss;ssippi. The percent f
limited English-proficient children ranged tom Ieesthan

i
one percent in Wisconsin to moil than 25 pe cent in. Newk

Mexico. The range ill the perc tage of ch ldren served
as handicapped did not vary as Widely as the other two
barometers of educational need -- runnin9 -from 5.3
percent to 12.4 percent. The wide range in educational
needs again emphasizes the fact, that national averages
obfuscate state by state divergence.
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TABLE COMPOSITE INDEX OF STUDENT EDUCATIONAL NEED; BY
STATE

Childeen
!legion in-Poverty
and State 1980

Percent
Children
Served ad_
800hApped

1979

Percent
Limited-

Proficient
Children

1980

Index-of
Educational

Need

Classifi-
tetion on
Educational- :

Need Index

United States 154 9.2 5.8

New Esslaod
Connecticut 11.0 10.5 5.1 _8.5 Mcderatd

Moderate

astace 1"r huset ts 12.7
10.0
12.4

1.1
3.8

11
11 Moderate

New-Hascellire _8.3 5.3 3.1 6 Low

14fo34 ',Taira -12.7 _9.8 4.5 10.5 Moderate

-WSW 11.8

itterea _ _ ,

Dela 13.9

1 1Ip 10.3

-11.4

2.2

2.4

8

II

Low

Moderate

- District
.-A Cambia' 25.4

Maryland 11;6
2.5

11.6
2.5
2.2----

12 --

80'
High
Low

New Jersey' 13;4 11.0 6.3 11.5 8k4h
.

New yea. 18.1 . 6.7 14.3 13 8fgh 1

4- PetheridvarIM 13.6 8.9 3.1 10 Moderate

, Great- rakes

Il limbs'. 14.6 10.7 3.9 II _ Moderate

.. Indiami ;: 10.9 8.5 2;2 7.5 Low

-.Michigan . 12.8 7.7 1.4 9 Moderate .

Ohio ' 1-2i6 9.3 1.9 10 Moderate

Wisconsin ro.o 7.4 0.9 6 Low

PlainS
Ira 8.9 10.6 1.0 8 LOW

9.8 8.7 1.8 7 .-. DOW

Minciesota 9.5 10.5 . 1.2 LV Low

Missouri 14.2 10.9 0;8 11 Moderate

10.7 10.4 2.0 , 8.Nebraska
North Dakota 14.2 7;8 1.8 _9 Moderate

South Dakota 18.5 6.9 1.2 12 High

Southeast
?COMM 21.5 9.4 12 High .i

Vrkarslas 22.2 . 8.9 12 High

Florida. 16.7 8.6 5.9 13.5 High

Georgia. . 20.3 9.2 1.0 11 High .1

Kentucky 22.3 9.5 12 High

Louiiiane 23;8 9.9 5.0 14 High

MitiUdippi 31;3 8.5 .12 High

Mirth Carolina 17.4 9.5 -:12 High'-

South- Carolina 19.3 11.2 13 . High

Tenneseee 121.3 10.6 f,- 13 High _

Virginia 4,11.4

West Virginia 17.3
8.5
.8.5

1;3 10
12

Moderate
High

Southwtet _.,

Ar Isola- 14.2 9;1 15'..0 11 Moderate

Nei, Ifelioi, 21;1 7.2 25.4 I? High

OklAhres 14.4' 10.1 2.6 11 Moderate

_Texas 18.4
pocky Mountain
,Colorado 11.0

8.8

'7.9

18.0

6.3

14

_6.5

High

Low

Idaho 11.3 8.6 2.7 10 MOderate

Montana 12.7 _7;8 2.0 , -9 Moderate

UtSh- 9.7 10.5 2.2 ,E Low

_wpm.rig:. 6.8 9.3 ..--.
2.1 ,-' .,.,7 Low

Far West ,

California 13.8 8.7 .
14.1 11 Moderate

Nevada 9.3 7.3' 3;6 6 Lim

Ctegon , 10.6'' 8;4 2.1 7 Low

Washington 10;8 S 6;7 2.2 6 Low

Alaske _9;6 , 9.0' 6.7 7.5 Low

HiWeii 11.0 4.2 w . 12.4 7 ' Low

Not Available

Source Department.oiEducation
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-OPERATIONAL DEMANDS

Not all costs related to education show a direct rez---.
lationship to the demand for schooling. More -subtle
costs such as those related to maintenance, asbestos
detettion and removal, ',litigation, and energy are
essential parts of doing school business.

The Maintenance Gap

A joint report by the American AssocTion of School
Administrgtors, the. Council for Great Cit Schools and
the National School Boards Association ,in January 1983,
forcefully presented one measure of - the financial
problems_the schools face. Thereport, "The Maintenance
Gap: Deferred Repair -and' Renovation in the Nation's
Elementary and Secondary Schools.," States that the
nation's educational infrastructure is in a critical
state of disrepair. The report concluded:

Building experts estimate th . 'schools are
deteriorating at a far faster ra e, than they can
be repaired, and faster than . st, other public
facilities. Plumbing, electrical wiring, and
heating systems in many sch-ools are dangerously
out4of-date; roofing is below code in thousands
of schoolsvapid school-operated transit systems
are judged by some to be unsafe. The accumulated
cost to repair. the nation's public elementary:and
secondary schools can now be' oriservatively place?'
at approximately $25 billion.12)

a

, An estimated $25 billion constitutes a large gap in
maintenance and documen0 the severe financial conditions
under'which 'America's schools are operating. Deferred
maintenance has great implications for school_ energy
costs as men, for experience has shown that the most
cost-effective way to save energy is through_ operations
and maintenance. The high cost of -deferred maintenance
becomes even higher as delays add to the fuel bill.
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Another cost in maintaining the educational facility
is asbestos inspection and removal. ,Inspections Were
mandated by a 1980 federal law that required they be

__completed by June 1983. Some states had gone the next
step and required the immediate removal of asbestos found
during.inspection. In 1983/ Alabama and Massachusettes
had major approph.i4tione bills for removal. The Boston
school dibtrict alone has estimated it will cost $40
million to remove or contain asbestos in the city!s 105
schools,.(11).

'In'pctober, the U.S. Department of EdUCation (ED)

released a document, "Asbestos in --the Schools, A Report
to Congress." The report estimat-ed the cost of removal
t_of-asbestos from the nation's schools $1.4 billion.

In addition to removal costs, litigation costs
related -to asbestos are expected to place further
financial demands on the schools.-

LitigiatIon

The U.S. Attorney General's 1981 report, "The At
torney General's Asbestos Liability Report to CongresS,"
suggested schools consider litigation against asbestos'
manufacturers. The report stated that school officials,
as a mater of utmost urgency," should consult with
lawyers to determine whether -they have grounds for a

lawsuit. .

At the same time attorneys suggested school dis-:
tricts could be sued if they failed to treat their
asbestos problems; E. RObert Wright, lead attorney
the Attorney General's-report has observed, "...I thin*
it is quite possible that school districts will also
become responsible." (12)

4

In recent years, many,iesues related_ to: instruction
have been the Subject of public diebussion, policy
formation, and even contention; Some issues, inevitably
have found their way into the courts for resolution. In
just the area of civil cases involving students, 1,734
entailed court action between 1977 and 1981. ED,believes
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thiS figure is an underestimate of the total; Figure 6

indicates the percentage distribution of. civil aseg
involving students.(24)

FIGURE 6. PERCENTAGE OF DISTRIBUTION OF CIVIL CASE
INVOLVING STUDENTS ;$.,

Disci

Handicap

Source: Department of Education

ost'legal costs center on the civil rights mandates
imposed upon the schools by state and federal lag.
Mandates may involve courses of study, reporting
requirements, exit tests, and-other issues.. The myriad
of requirements has grown to the point that the Illinois
state supe4ntendent of education recently said it was
time to- "de-mandate" the mandates. "' Recognizing the
instructional burden, the compliance headaches and the
legal ramification, 'some states, such as Michigan,
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7

require the state to provide funds to implement any _new

mandates.

acaulatisa_chaiaaea.
41

As previously notedF national averages tend to

obfuscate local problems. _National enrollment figures

are a good case in point. The population drift toward

the sunbelt often causes under-utilized schools in the

North Central and _Northeatt area and increases. the

demands for space and services in the South and West.

Ironically, both cause financial difficulties for the

schools. The cost of new construction is more obvious
generally garners community support. OverCrowding is

easy to convey. But a less popular activity, such as

closing schools, costs money, too. Money to prevent the

-closed buildings' deterioration, money to sell or

renovate, money to transport students greater distances

all adds up. Figure 7 shows the anticipated shift in

ttudent population by states.

FIGURE SHIFTS IN STUDENT POPULATION BY STATE
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Energy

Of ALL the costs creating a financial bind for the
schools, the most frequently cited factor contributing,_tp
those budget woes is mincreqsed costs of fuel for
heating/cooling;" Energy- problems continue-to plague, the
schools.

The following section reviews the ,energy situation
and summarizes ptice and availability projections through
the year 2009. It is followed by ,an assessment of the
impact energy will have on the nation's schools through
the end of the century.

3
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ENERGY PROJECTIONS

When energy, projection are made, they are often

based on asslimptions about various unknowns.

Consequently, most disparities among energy projections

;result from differences in assumptions.,

EconomIc-Changes

One unknown is U.S. economic growth. lf, floor

example, the.ecopomic growth is _just 0.5 percent per year

higher than the assumed level in the, mid-range DOE

scenario used later, the U.S. total energy consumption

would increase with the resulting effects:

Total primary energy consumption by the year

2000 could increase 'by about 12 percent.

Electric consumption could increase by 10

percent.

Oil imports could go up 16 percent by 2000.

o Gas imPorts coUld go from the projected 1990

Wiel of 1.9 trillion cubic feet (tcf) to 2.2

tcf and from the 2.6 'tcf to 3.3 tcf by 2000.(28)

Should the economic activity be less than projected

the trends in consumption and imports, of course, would

go in the opposite direction._ Thub, it can be seen that

plus or minus even one-half-of one percent can produces,

significant long-term changes in energy patterns.
6.

World Conditions.

As noted earlier, trouble spots around ,the world

have energy implications. The extent of Such

disturbances and their potential energy ramifications

are, of course, impossible to predict and constitute an

unknoWn. For example, Dr. KanovSky has described a

Situation in which theiiraq=iran war could depress the

price _of, oil. Or, it and/or other Middle East conditions

could disrbpt(supplies and send prices up. Unrest in

(
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,other areas, such as Central America, could- impact on
energy projections. The need for greater econo c
Stability In non-OPEC oil producing CCountiles, such
England or Mexico, could prompt a change. in production
goals. An accelerated_rate of industrialization in Third
World countries could dramatically,alter worldwide energy'
demands. .

Faler--1210214-11tthil z------,
Oil use started dropping in 1979, after growing

steadily for 28 of the last 31 years. Due to conservation
achievements, analysts now believe the country will need
about .12-14 million barrels a day of oi=l -equivalent
(Mbde) less in 1990 thin.vas projected only a few, years.
ago. (6:131=2) ,. , ,

Some previous errors in edergy pricing forecasts
appear to have resulted from the miscalculation of the
effect higher fuel prices would have on the inclination
to conserve. It is generally conceded today that higWer
energy prices prompted more conservation in the 1970s and
early 1980s thanyas anticipated.

Despite the careful tracking of this phenomenon, it
is difficult_to judge whether:even higher: prices, would
continue to have -this effect. Basic energy- need:Et become
increasingly inelastic and_the degreeto whiCh energy
efficiency can compensate is_ unknown._ Indicaeions are
that people do become somewhat lndred to higher fuel
prices, as shown by the growing percentage of large
automobile purchases.

Imiusaacuzechasilmar
Another important unknown--in projecting future

energy_ needs is the effect of improved technology;
technology that could improve energy efficiency and,
thereby, reduce consumption or, technological advances
that could enhance recovery, processp and/or make
alternative energy sources mare;'. cdgt7heffectivei Such
scientific accomplishments.could impact:vnergy supply or
demand and change energy forecasts dramatically.
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Other factors such as the effect of price on
production, exploration access and results, the lag time
in indutrial development to respond to new energy
demands, or the costs of meeting environmental needs all
affect energy trends. The relative emphasis analysts
place on such factors and the assumptions they make with
regard to them create wide disparities in carefully
considered projections.

SCENARIOS IN ENERGY

In any assessment of Iong-term energy trends, three
inextricably linked facets emerge: 1) price_r 2) energy
source and/or,mix, and 3) availability. These facets
will be discussed as appropriate in.relation to each fuel
source treated below. Prgjected cost comparisons across
fuel sources will be presented following the treatment by
fuel type. Since oil prices still undergird the energy
market, a more comprehensive treatment of the production
and pricing patterns will be addressed first.

G.

0.13.

World oil prices are expected to show a broad trend,
hovering near their _1983 levels or easing downward
through_1985. From 1982 to 1985, the price drop could
reach 27 percent.for distillates and a 1A.7 percent' or
residuals. _Between 1985 and 1990, world economic activity
is expected to cause significant upward price pressures::..
Prices are expected to climb 17 percent higher by 1990..
A world oil price surge in the early 1990s is expetteil to
push the price up another 38 percent. A slower rate of
increase at approximately 20 percent is projected for the
remainder, of the century. (28)

ReOognizing the inherent uncertainty associated with
performing, long-term analysis, DOE used mathematical
models to generate three alternative scenarios in its

the year 2010. Scenario A combines
high energy demand reduction potential with high energy
supply potential resulting in relatively lower projected
world oil prices than the other scenarios. Scenario C
combines low energy demand reduction potential with low
energy supply potential, resulting in relatively higher



projected oil prices.. Scenario B is a reference case
with assumptions between Scenarios A and C. Figure 8

shows the pricing trends over time for the three
scenarios. Since supply disruptions, economic recessions
and recoveries, unusually cold or warm weather, and other
unpredictable events are apt to induce volatile price
behavior, the wavy lines in Figure 8 exemplify this
erratic price pattern around the basic trend.

FIGURE 8. WORLD OIL PRICE SCENARIOS: DOE NEPP-1983
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DOE surveyed representatives of trade associationS,
private corporations, universities, government and
research groups to assess the judgmental probabilities
,related,to the scenarios. They found relative concur-
rence with the 11QE projedtions. The rest of the
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discussion relative to oil will rely, therefore, on 'the
DOE figures. Wherever a range of figures pertaining to

oil prices it; given, the low figure will be drawn from
Scenario A and the high figure from Scenario C.

By 1990, the world price in 1982-dollars most likely
will fall between and $40 per barrel, or about the

price of 1981 oil. After 1990, price projections become
increasingly speculative; however, the general--

concurrence is that prices will begin to climb. By 2000,
oil costs per barrel ,0 terms (1982 dollars) are
expected to be in the $36-$80 range.

Using constant dollars offers consistency for com7
parison purposes. However, few people paya current fuel
bill while sayingi "In 1982, this would have been...."
Furthermore, transactio s on the world oil market are

conducted using the Ame icin dollar at current value. To

give a better picture o what the projected costs might

mean to a school budget, able -5 presents the costs cited
above along with a moderate inflation rate of 6 percent

per annum. A straight line progression was used to

calculate the price increases for the intervening years.

TABLE 5. WORLD PRICE OF OIL PROJECTIONS
WITH INFLATION AT 6 PERCENT PER ANNUM

1985 1990 2000

6% In 19821 @ 6%
Donate Per, Dollars Per

. Annum , Annum

In 1982
Dollars

@ 6%
Per
Annum

;

La*
Range $23.00 $27.39

Mid
Point 26.50 31.00

High
Range 30.00 35.73

426.00, $40.20 .$36.00

33.00 45.65 58.00 116.66

40.00 56.38 80.00 156.84
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It can be seen frail Table 5 that the cumulative
,effect of a moderate 6 percent inflationary rate is more
apt to place the wor10 price of a barrel of oil in the
&40_to $56 range by the end of this decade and in the $86
to $157 by 2000.

World oil price is defined as the,. average U.S.
refiner acquisition cost of crude oil- imports per barrel.
The price, therefore, does not include refining,
transportation, operational margins, and other factors
that are part of the retail cost the school district will
have to pay. The percent increase of delivered price
over world price is not onsistent over time. Table 6

shows the DOE projec ons for world price and the
projected cost of dis, late per million Btus (MMBtus).

TABLE 6. DOE WORLD OIL PRICE PROJECTIONS
AND PROJECTED COST OF DISTILLATES,

.
-\

World Delivered Price* Percent
#.Price

. ncrease
Distillate Dellvefed_Prj.ce

Year 1982 $ ._$/MMBtu $/Bbl Over World Price -a?

1980 $39.30 $7.57 $43.91 11.6%

1982 33. -59 7.80 45.24 34.7%

1985 1 i-25.89 6.14- 35.61 37.0%

1090 31.90 , 7.2* 41.76 30.9%

1995 46.50 . 9.95 <574:71 24.0%

Al 2000 '57.40 12,00 69.60$ 21.01

Source: Department of Energy
*Delivered price/barrel = Delivered price/MMEtu times 5.8
(There are 5.8 MMBtu/bbl./-
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If the percent increase for the delivered_price.over
the world price is 'applied to the low, mid, and high
range scenarios depicted in Table 5, the actual projected

'cost of a delivered barrel of oil under a 6 percent per
annum inflation rate would be from $37 to $49 i 1985,
$53 to $74 in 1990 and $104 to $190 by the year 2600. _

While analysts largely concur about the pattern oil
production, consumption, and prices are apt to take in

the next few years, they do not agree in thekir
projections about natural gas and electricity.

Natural Gas

_f According to the American Gas Association, the price
of natural gas increased an average 26 percent per year
from 1972 to 1977 and 16 percent per year from 1977 to

1982. Most all analysts foresee a slowdown in this price
escalation, with the increase per 'year from 6 to 11

-percent.

Projecting natural gas prices or weighing _other
considerations related to it' seemed fraught_ with
confusion:An-7;1983, due to Congressional consideration of

the wellhead decontroli_issue. This political_ climate
prompted analysts to project natural -gas prices based on
the position they hoped .Congress would take.

The political _-aura which. surrounds natural as
projections_exacerbates the-already .existent uncertain-
ties,connected with energy trojections. Conditions_ under
existing_ law and stuclies made before decontrol became
such a volatile issue offer basis of comparison. To
of the more highly regardedpstudies on -control under
the Natural Gas Policy Act of. 1978 (NGPA)v4__Amoco -and
DOE (19824 predicted -an increase of 48 and 53 p eft,
respectively, from 1982_to 1985. A rough-average of ZS)

percent puts_the Amoco/Doe 19821985 increase: at $5.70,,(°-

which was adjusted for inflation at lO,percent per annum:

f-

Table 7 compares analyses of the average' insimatci41
costs under various federally controlled conditions.
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TABLE 7. IROJECTED NATURAL GAS COSTS:
I USTRIAL COST PER MCP

YEAR

PROJECTION CE

DOE 1983 EAR
ADM'S AGA ST DIES

NGPA PROPOSAL ENGPA)- AMOCO/DOE AFL =C10

HiEt.
1982 $3.80

EL21
$3.82 $3.521983

1984 3.96 3.81 $4.68
1985 4e25 4.02 Jo -5.47
1986
1987 5.49
1990 5.38 5.24 6.65
1995 6.36 6.22"

$5.70*
$6.46

*Adjusted for inflation.at 10 percent per annum

When the more recent projections presented in Table
'7 are compared to the earlier Amoco/DOE figures, all but
AFL-cIO's fall below the $5.70 mark. The more recent
studtes suggest that the range of prices by 1985 under
NGPA or with some earlier decontrol- will probilility be
somewhere betwepn $4.25 and $5.47 _(in _1982_ dollars).
Using a midpoint in this range, $4.86, inflated by a rate
of 6 percent per annum, would put the 1985 natural gaS
price tag at $5.89. Therefore, in spite of the politicali.
considerations; the more recent studies on average are
more consiStent with earlifer projections than might be
surmised by the cketoric.

All the above conjecture, however, is related to
wellhead price changes. The picture is further
complicated by contractural arrangements between
producers and pipelines and between pipelines and
distributors. The price impact of any federal action to '

modify or abrogate those contract conditions unknown.''
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Corder 30. In August 1983, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commisdion (FERC) published Order 30 in the Federal
Begister.(15) FERC Order 30 could have 'a mitigating
effect on 'the increasing cost of natural -gas to schools.

DesignSted under- the ruling a Jagh-priority enqr
. -

users, school districts are now _able toJcontract direct
) with producers, intrastate iiipelines-anil distributord fa
less expensive natural gas supplied_apd have-it delivered
in th1r current distributor's piOelinep.

Order 30 has been put forward as an experiment' and
is scheduled to be.in effect until' une*30, 1985. During
the spring of 1985, FERC will cond ct a comprehensive
review of gas markets.to determinerwh t,'if any, 'future
procedures are warran#ed.*

, At the end of 1983, it was too soon to determine
-what, if any natural gas price relief the schools might
experience'as ac result of Order 30.

) 4itA"

Electricity

The-contribution of electricity to the energy mix, is
expected to increase, but not at the pace set in the
1960s (6.,W percent) and 1970s (4.0 percent). From a 15
'percent are of primary energy consumption in 1960,
electricity moved to a_31 percent share in 1980, and is
expected to reach a 42 percent share by 2000. The
projected growth rate is set at 3.6 percent from 1982 to
1990, falling to 1.9 perptent beyond 1990. (28:14)

Ele4ical generation will depend more hea ily on
coal as a primary fuel source, advancing from ab ut 50
percent in MA to 59 percent In 2000. _Oil a d gas
used to generate electricity are expected to be priced
out of utility. markets, falling. from 27 percent in 1980
to around 8 percent by 2000. (ibid.)

Aft-
(*In addition to the cited reguIataions, those

inte;ested in more information regarding the
implementation of Order 30 inlay call Mr. Ken_ Workma'n,
Department of Energy, Wash1ngton, D.C. (202) 252=9624..
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UtilItY-Costs. Projecting A pattern of future electrical
',..casts is difficult: Prices for electricity are set by
state level commissions and vary .,widely from state to
state; Furtheviiore, tate schedulq.s among utilitiet vary
considetably Aiithin a given state; Unlike ,other fuel
suppliers,: dkilities often charge for the rate Of,

delivery.jdemandicharges), not just the quaptity."Some
bti.fities aiwsess/a ObnaIty as a percentage of a previous
peW demand, (ratcheti and charge the consumet: that
perialty for a period of time in the subsequent year. In
addiEion, some utilities charge a power ifactor penalty.
Finally, the costs of the primary fuel are reflected in
the-bill. Since a uniform national market does , riot
exist, projecting a pattern of future electriCal cwtts
poses problems and can mislead the individual. consuter.
Nevertheless, broad 'trends=' are he rpfu.l in assessing
future electrical costs;

Approximately 40 percent of the delivered price of
electricity is the fuel adjustment charge, or the cost of
the fuel needed for _generating elqctricity. To that
extent, the cost of electricity be strongly
influenced by the price of oil andOS in the next few
years. By the mid-1990s, when th6,4tilities are expected
to be less on oil and gas, the prices should
stabilize.

Nationally, the utility cats are expected to fall
considerably below the 1980 -1982 growth, rate of
approximately 25 percent/kWh, _In fact,_they are expected
to hold about even in 1982 dollars 'until the mid-19808,
climbing about.. 10.6 percent (in constant d6llars)' by
1990. Another jump of 13 percent is expected by 1995,-
with costs then leveling off with a iiii2s)4st 2 percent
increase by the year 2000. (28: -5) Agaln, these
percentages are national averages and may vary
tremendously .by local rate structves and the utility's
primary fuel source.

In contemplating future utility costs, it is impor-
tant to note that other_ fuel sources are expected to
increase far more rapidly than electricity late in this
century(and into the next one. (See Cost comparisions,
p.58-60)
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Availability& Par greater disagreement exists over the
ability of the utility industry to meet demand by the end
of this decade, Peter Navarro writing in the JUly/August
1982 Hrvard Business Review pointed to the; financing
problems the utility industry has been experIencing.
Navarro observed that consumer-oriented state rate
commissions, in juxtaposition with the utility'4 need- to
sat sfy its stock holders, were creating a major
financial bind. In addition_to this financial- squeeze,
.high`' interest rates 'in 1981=1982,, .problems associated
With nuclear power; and lower electrical demand due to
the recession and conservation had caused the
canceklation or deferral of plants 'under construction or
on t drawing boards. As a consequence, Navarrb
projectpd serious power shortages by the end of the
decade with localized-brown-outs%ab early - as 1984.

k
A 1983 st-5%x: by DOE commissioned by the White'*HouSe

1,(13) had a si ai,:theme with a slightjy longer 'time1;

frame.- _.7.A40 a result of its study, DOE 'concluded tha& a

.Mas,41-e power plant construction_p-rogram was needed to
avert power !bortages in to 19906.

c

A report issued in late 1983 by tbe Congressional
. Research Service (CRS) took exce tia, to the DOE
,Aonclusions. CRS took the posit n that alternatiVp A

energy sources and conservation could make Anajot

contributions to electrical dema d by 2000. -. CRS

reportedly saw no supply deficit by 1990 and a 128,000
megawatt deficit in 2000414) At least two-thirds of the
deficit, CRS ysaid, could be met by aggrksive
conservation: ;`

',
'' 'To the extent that power plant construction will be
nepded, a decision by the Federal Energy keguratory
Cotmission (FERC) in May 1983 to allow utilities to
charge'customers up to half the costs for constru4tion
work in progress (CWIP) may 'make a significant difference
in the cost of electricity to the consumer. The_American
Public Power Association, which represents publicly owned
retail electric distributors, calculated that consumer
bills across the nation could rise,by a total of $6.5

billion a ye-r if state utility.; commissions followed
FERC'S lead. ,According to the Congressional Research
Service, how ver, state commissions are tending to move
toward disallowing CWIP in rate approvals. If allowed by
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the respective,state, Schools in air s- of inmig-ration and
industOal growth, such as the su t, are magi apt to
feel this cosy% 1

The United Stitea' most abundan uel is coal: E en
though there have been some difficult in using t is
fuel cleanly enough to meet environ tal Standards, coal.
is expected to serve as an impor ant- sitional fuel
well into the next century. As can be4se from Figure-9,
:however, the projections on U.S. coal pibauction through
1990 have been declining since 1975.
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Existing coal capacity, both mines' 'and transpor-
-tation, could provide most of the projected 30 percent
increase in peal production between now and '1990. Even
if the development of coal in the long term is held to 50
percent of estimated reserves due to environmental
constraints, high state severence taxes, or location
(under cities ar highways), the coal supply is expected
to be adequate to meet projected demand.(28:1-21)

Since coal energy is more apt to be delivered to the
schools as generated electricity, the retail price trend
of coal is not treated here. The cost of coal in
relation to nuclear power for electrical generation is
presented in'Table a.

Vuclear-Polr

, Projections reflect a slowdown in the construction
of nuclear power plants as a result of lowbr electrical
demand, the utilities' financial conceins already
discussed and higher construction costs; The latter two
are often related to delays in 'nuclear construction,

lting from increased industry, public and gpvernment,
vigilance following the Three Mile Island incident.

No new orders for nuclear plants have been placed
for several years. New drders are expected in the late

,1980s as "Aare erating capacity is needed and' more
safeguards havditeen implemented.

As oiland gas price themselves out of the utility
market, the debate over nuclear power_ expenses via a v4s
coal_atises. If coal isaccessible to the utility, (coal
isrenerally cheaper, according to a Department of Energy
analysis. The analysis of 1980 costs reported in
"Projected Costs of Electricity from. , Nuclear _and

01 Coal-Fired Power Plants, Volume 2" reveals" that nuclear
power generation had a cost advantage of 5 percent or
more over,coal_in the Northeast and portions of the
South. Table 8 compares the cost experienaes of coal-
and nuclear by regions of the country.
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Cents Per Kilowatt Hour in 1980:

3'ABLE, 8; :C ST, EXPERIENCES NUCLEAR VS; COAL =
BY GEOGRAPHICAL REGION

:0. .

Fuel OperatingOperating Capital Total
Costs Cosh Costs

, NORTHEAST: Ct Mel,a NH RI Vt IkI7
Nuclear 0.627 0.636 1.194 2:457

Coal
....

MIDDLE ATI;ANTIC: De Md NJ Pa

Coa -'-"t
0.446 0.812 1.707 2.965

1178 0.226
0

0.608 2.112

SOUTIll._ Ar FlGa La Ms NC O SC 'Pn Tx Va
Nucleie.....,....... ...................... 0.516 0:516 1:558 2.590

Coal 1.036 0.253 0.764 2.053

EAST NORTH-CENTRAL: II In Ky Mi Oh WV WI
Nuclear...., 0.432 0:439 1.155 2.026

Coal , 1.474 0.234 0.875 2.583

WEST NORTH-CENTRAL: la Ks Mn Mo-Ne ND 5D
Nuclear . 0.481 0.480 1.224 2.185

al 1.165 0.222 0.918 2.305

FAR WEST: Az 'Ma-Mr1 Mt NV NM Or lJt Wa Wy
Nuclear 0,507 0.850 1.895 3.252

, 4 Coal 0.721 0.388 1.022 2.131

NATIONWIDE:
Nuclear 0499 0.569 1.400 2.468

A \
Coal 1.273 0.246 0.835 2.354

ei /

''' i /s
Source: Department of Energy

\)0. Renewable Energy

Central statioP power plants and end-use consumers
can benefit from renewable ". energy technologies.
Central-electrie renewable production is dominated by
hydroelectric generators. This potential is, of, course, ,,

localized. BiomaSS 15-0Wer. plants are ,alrepAy cot-
effective and are contributing to electrical needs. ;

,*

Cost-effectiveness and further developmeTA of refiew-z-
_

ables will be largely a function of the price of oil And.
gas. Higher fossil fuel costs_ in the 1990s-.may spur
central-electric development of lar6d8cale wind, photo-
voltaic and perhaps solar power. Most analysts agree :

that renewables will have a role in replacing oil and

gas; hOwever, the significant costs, technical feasi-
bility, public attitudes and _economic considerations
create so many uncertainties that no orb is eager
issue any forecasts.

-

While syntheticsynthetic fuels such as oil shale and co
gasification are often treated separately or in tand

with renewables, they are considered here as

66
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'alternative means' of production in order to avoid double
countUtg,their contribUtion. The predvtien of synthetic
fuels is expected to become increasingly significant in
the future. Power plants, which Were constructed to
accept mediUm Btu gas from coal gasification, are already
in operation.

-e-r -Source: Conservation

Enetgy conservation remains the cheapest and .most
attractive "barrel: of oil:" The average conserved
"barrel" today costs about $.8 compared to -the consUMed
barrel at roughly $35 (delivered distillate)

%

Conservation has proven to be an important energy.
resource. Americans_have been ualhg'less_energy. to -.get'

the -job done as shown :.in- the .energy/gross national
product (GNP) ratio. In 973_i it ,.took- *000o, Btus to
produce one do1lat of GNP. - 1982i_ that figure -.had

drOpped- to abOUt_48000 a drop of 19 percent16)
Figure 10 Shows; the progressive decline in MBtus per GNP..

d611ar.

FIGURE 10. U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER GNP DOLLAR

(in 1972 dollars)
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United States_ energy consumption decreed by 5

percent between 1973 and 1982 while economic activity
measured by real GNP,had increased nearly 18 percent.

Conservation. reduces demand and lessens the impact
f a supply disruption. In 1980, reduced consumption in

the United States offset the loss of expected imports
from Iran and avoAded another shortfall. A third energy
"crinis" didn't. happen because Americans were using less.

Energy conservation has significantly impr,oved the
0.S. position regarding foreign energy dependence. In
assessing the drop consumption for 1982-1983, the
American Petroleut-Thstitute (API) attributed less .thap
30 percent of decline to the recession. Other
factors; particularly conservatipn, have been credited by
API with the major portion of the energy savings. These
achievements in energy efficiency are expected to hair&
long-term benefits._-The API reports:

Analysts now believe the country_wili'need,
12 to 14 million barrels a day of oil equivalent
(mbde) less in 1990 thari, projected only eW
years ago. -

a

,Cover the past five years,,"OrOje,OE o -total U.
S . energy consumption in 1990 have dropped by 2.5 mbdev.
or 25 percent k Even if energy use should -rise again
during the 1980s -.- and it expqcted to -- forecasts
suggest that the_future raEe of iricrease in energy use
will be_less than that-experienced in the past. Part of
this slowdown in consumption growth is_ due to a
conservation "lag effect ft- attributed to higher energy
prices.

The -Higher Price "Lag Effect". The institutionalization
of conservation practice is patt of 'what economists call
the "lag effect" of high energy costs; Those studying
the energy price/consumption relationship are only
beginning to recognize the delayed impact due to the rise
in energy prices that occurred during,the 1970s.
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The total adjustment-_of energy consumption_ to a
change in energy prices_takes place- over -.a Considerable
-length of time rather than the shorter time frate often
considered;,_ Instantaneous or Short-run- responses often
happen in the form of end-Use_restrictions such as 10Wet
thermostat Tsettings, and less miles driven; Higher

<prices, however, also spawn technological innovations
WhiCh take time- to reach the consumer;:, The_' stock of.
-capital goods such as :homes -, cars, buildings, and
equipment will gradually be_repIaced by models which use
energy more efficiently or less, intensively::-

ticcording_to one study, if_ prices' were t
remain cbnstant from 1.982 on, the higher energy_priceSof
1973-1981 would not be .fully realized in patterng of
energyuge until the year 2010; The graph shown in
Figpre 11 indicates the total lag effect would be. 37
years and the extrgy/GNP ratio -would be reduced by 30;5
percent -- nearly one-third dujing,that time;_(6:136)

FIGURE 11. 'THE LAG*EFOECT ON ENERGY USE
OF HIGHER ENERGY PRICES

RESULTING-FROM 1933-1981 PRICE INCREASES
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The effects of CbnserVtion have already show.WI' its
value as an tnergy resource. But theAlarvest of.,,pefgy
efficient efforts now underway clearly will conEinme-''t
benefit the economy for years. to Come-
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:COST COMPARISONS
.

Cost and availability are the two fact6rs school
people must consider in long-range :planning to '.meet

educatidn's energy heeds. _ In long-range_ planning,;
availability often becomes a function of cost in -a-_lree
market if no international tomplications intervene:-'

. Comparing 4uture fl costs affords theathool'
administrator the opportunly to plan future fuelHirburceOL-,/
and to consider the advisability of_fuel optionbolIers?

tl .-L.

Since physical units of fuel do not delivers_06
energy'value, it helps to reduce them to .i bihtgtin

denominator for comparison' purposes. Energy ore, .or
the ability to do work, is _quantified An B '..1- (A

British thermal unit (Btu) equals the amount of b-at
required to raise the temperature of one poundbf4 water
by one degree Fahrenheit. _A barrel _of oil-. 'requiAalent

equals 42 U.S. gallons and contains__5.8 million A3u6;')
Table 9 presents projecte& costs of various fueflay
.resource_price and by purchased units, based on million
Btusinl.982 dollars for the commercial sector, whxch
intludes schools.- . .7,

i.-,-

The school administrator wishing to use Table `'9' to
project future fuel costs can convert the .dollars/MMBtus
into dollars/purchaSed units sucbtas_gallons or thousand
cubic 4get (mcf) of natural gas' of kilowatt hours '(kWh)

of electricity, by dividing by the reapective Btu
conversion factors. Therevare[138690 Btus per gallon of
distillate, 149,690 per gallon of residual, -1.03 MMBtus
per mcf of natural gas, and 11,600 Btus (source) per kWh.
The _projected costs cited in Tables 8 and 9 for
eIectricity are for kiloWatt hours only:_ They .do not
include demand charges; power factOr penalties/ or. cost
of work in progress.
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TABLE 9; FUEL PRICE SUMMARY: COMMERCIAL SECTOR

(1982 Dollars per Million Btu)

RESOURCE PRICES DELIVERED PR OAS li

World

Oil

nice 2/
Year 1982 $

/Bbl

list

1960 N/A

196S, N/A

..193P 6.70

1975 22;94'

1980 39.30'

Esti;

.....an-.n...nrielaaar,....

Re- Well- line-

finer head mouth DA-
Crude Gas Coal til- Fuel

Cost. Price Price' late :Oil

1.49 0.43 0.63

1.36 0.44 0.55

33 0.39 0.63

.95 0.74 1.42

.61_ 1.89 1.28

Li-

quid

Gases

2.83 1.87 2.89

2.92 1.53 2.51

3.41 1.45 2.36

4.28 3.72 .3.84

7.57 5.30 6.08

4

Nat-

ural

Gas

Elec-

tri-

city

242 21.01

1.92 17.02

1.70 12.96

2.18 15.23

3.83 16;06

1982 33.59 5.49 2.36 1.32 7.80 5.60, 6.30 5.00 20.11

Endi

105 25 69 4.39 3;113 1.47 6.14 4.55 5.46 5.47 20.32

1990 31.90 5.49 3.90 1.55 7.20 5.59 6.74 5.91 22.24

1995 46.50 8;02 4;80 1.64 9.95 7.96 9.36. 6.88 25.13

2000 57N0 9.90 6.75 1.76 12.00 9.73 11.31 8.97 25.56

1/ Projected delivered prices are rivtource prices plus estimated markups

for processing and distribution.

2/ U.S: average refiner acquisition cost of imported crude oil;

Source: DOE miq-range projections



It should be stressed that the figures appearing in
Table 9 on the preceding p ge are in 1982 dollars; Since
the cost o,f living' has historickIly risen, it seems
resonable to qssume it will conitinue to do so. To
highlight this fact and provide the_ long-Tange planner
more realistic benchmarks, 'the effect 'of a moderate
inflation rate of 6 perg per annum is presented below
in Table 10 alpng ith 1982 dollar figures cited in
Table 9 above;

TABLE 10; DELIVERED FUEL PRICE SUMMARY: -COMMERCIAL SECTOR
Jr Million Btus in 1983 Dollars and
Inflated at 6 percent per Annum)

DELIVERED PRICES TYP!

'til-
late

4

4
Per

Year Gal .

'2
A.982
Dot=
lars

_ReSid-=
ual

Per
Bbl

Per
Gal

Peer

nrcf

Elec=
tri=
city

Per
10.11

@6%
Per
Annum

1982 -r@6% 1982 @6% 198a @6% '1982 @6%
Dol- Per DoI7T-* Per Dol- Per ;Dol- Per
lars Annum lars Annum Lars Annum lars-Annum

1982: i:08 xx

1985 0.85. 95
'1990 1.06 -1.451
1995 LAC, 2.
2000 1.66 3 444

.35;211 xx 0;59 xx 5.13 xx 0.069 xx

28.62 34.09 0.52 0.61
36.14 50.07 0.64 0.96
50.07 89.29 0.88 1.57
61.19 132.74 1.07 2.33

5.61 6.42
6.05, 9.11
7.05 13.38
9.18 38.20

0.069 0.082
0.076 0.111
0.086 0.159
0.087 0.214

t of

7
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ENERGY AND ITS IMPACT ON THE SCHOOLS

In a 1983 survey conducted by the AMerican Assoc-
iation of School Adminis.trators, , school super- intendents
cited energy costs as the greatestipontributr to their
financial problems.

In the decade since the oil embargb, the cost of
energy to the schools has risen more than 700 -percent.
Whilelower oil' prices have brought a slight respite to a
small pdrtion of the schools, most continue to experience
higher-energy' bsts. The soaring energy___cos6 of the
1970s arm not e pected t.o recur itn- the,,19808, 'but the
predicted increases will add further budgetary, pressures
during a time of tighter ,Aevenues. The \more drama.qc
increabeS in ener Idoats expected in the 1$90s are apt
to impact severely\on education.

. V-9 '.

Electricity

The cost of eeCtr,iCity,per _tilliO4 (MMBtus)
was approximately threemes_higher than.No,i'...,2 oil and
four times Mig,ner tboth hat0_44AaSin 1982:' It is the
schools' itibiit:ekPeijsiVe-ftp and is to stay
that way. However, the -rate of'ince,Atie in_ electric
costs is expected to level-off from_its rapid rise in the
early 19808 and increase by only -1 percent through 1985.
It 48 then expected to-Ao up over 9 percent from 1985 to
1990, and' climb another 15.percent by ro.e()

The rat increase for oil_ and natu161ga8 is
expected to be much greater for the same__time period
thus closing the' price -gap to a, degree- plectricity__is
expected to increase 27_percent from 1982. to- 2000; No.2-

oil, 54_Perdent; and natural_gas,_80 _percent; this
erate, electricity_ would be about two times ae expensive

as No.2 oil and three times as expensive as natural gas
by 2000.* ,

*The cost relationships are drawn Trdmi the Depattment of
Energy report, "Energy Projections t he Year 2010," and
DOE uses source Btus (II,600/kWh) in its calculations.
If site Btus (3413/kWh) were used, the cost-relationshilss,
to other fuels would be much closer. The projected rate
of increase applies in either case. 11.1*t



Using the DOE projected costs for electricity per
MMBtu shown in4.Table 9 and applying_ the percent of
increase to the mid-point in the 1680-81 per pupil energy

-cost range of $100=$130, future electrical costs can be
projected. 1_.

When_school people_project_the funds necessary_ for
certain _budget ;line items, they do not attempt_ to
differentiate between increas*d costs due to product
price changes and -those due to inflation. Therefore, in
order to present a reference base more useful to
edutational' decision makers, calculatipns for future
energy costs include a 6 percent per annum inflation
rate. In order to more closely ally the projected

ility costs to what the schools might experience, the
r pupil costs for lighting and otherelectrical_deman

(excluding electric heatingand/or_cooling)_are placed a
15 ercent_of_the_energy budget. The base figure_ used in
Tab 11 of $17.25_represents 15 percent of the 1980.

t per pupil energy costs of $115.

. TABLE PE PUPIL ELECTRICAL COSTS 4
AS.15/PE/iCENT OF AL SCHOOL ENERGY DEMAND
( With 6percent er annb4N inflation rate)

ear Per Pupil Cost 'Percent of
Increase

1980 (base)

1985

1990

1995

2000

22.62

37.65

56.25

76.41

26.5%

9.4%

1.7%

National_trends and_compariso -are.of value, bUt_it
it the individual school _district that must _pay the

\ utility bill. Varia't'ions from the ab#ve national figures

<

rA

1\

-4
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are apt to be significant. For example,' schools in the

South and Southwest are likelik to consume more

electricity to meet air conditio needs. Utilities int..

72the South and Southwest tend to d Pend more on natural,

gas for electrical generation; hose higher- gas costs

wilibe reflected in the AO.lity bill.

Eventually,'the DOE projects that oil and gas will

be_priced out of most utility markets. The use of oil

and gas for electrical_genbration is expected to drop

from the 1980 level of 27 percent to 8 percent

2000.(28:14) This change in generating supply will

prompt plant modifications_and/or new construction. The

costs for these Changes will fall heavily on utilities in

the South and Southwest areas.

Financial problems associated with increasing mat-

, Ural gas cgsts and conversion for the electrical consumer
would be exacerbated by the relatively intensive use of

electricity in that area. The preponderance of states

identified as having unfavorable funding prospects

through 2000 are in the South and Southwest_: Iterefore,

the Schools in ehose areas, the very ones that can least

afford it, are apt to have the highest increases

utility costsi
1

In 1985, thercoStHof dnergy per &pil ilt oil-heated

schoolst even with sa' 6, percent, inflation jactor, is

eNpeCted tOibe;'Aboutwhat it_was_in _the .1980-81 school

ydar\ By 1990, witVthe-same_inflation rate _calculated
.

in costs;. the _111 beabout 50 percent higher.

The more rapid escalation of oil prices expected in the

1990s is_alYt_to drive up ,--=pr pupil energy cysts for

o=il - heated school6 to around $470 (with- 6 'percent per

annum inflatiOn factor).

AcrosS_th-nation only 19 pet-cent of the, schools

depend on oil -r heating. (1) -deral En rgy RegiOnS_1,:

2, 3, and 10 ely Primarily: On fo. ,l for their _heating

fuel The_gr atest _concentration is in NeW England,

Where 86- per ent ofthe tirehoop depend On oil for

heating Th_ e areas of the couNtry can anticipate a

continued re pitelfrom higher heating;Oil costs through

75
f
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the 1980s in constant dollars. But they had best get
braced fora rather sharp climb in the 1990s.

Schoold With fuel option boilers may take advantage
of "soft" oil prices in the immediate future to the
extent that local conditiont allow "fuel shopping."

Natural_ Gas

The schools are disproportionatel dependent on
.

natural gas ads their heating fuel. Nat ral gad holdt
approximately25 percent of the market $h re. HoWever,
more than 60 percent of the nation's ,schools rely on %.

natural gag at; their primary hiati g fuel. The i -:
proportion in urban settings where 80
percent

Ul
of the schools, depend on natural gas, (AASA

Dereg) In certain regions, such as Federal ,Energy. Region
6 (TX, NM, LA, OK, AR)-, natural. gas dependency .runs as
high as 92 percent. Schooldin the_ South that depend
heavfly on electricity for alr TcondiConipg find that
their utilities also rely. heavily on natural _gas to

egenerate much of their elettricity. T e projected costs
.-- tof natural gas are,, therefore, partic larly important to

these schools in their financial plan ing.-

Unfortunately, the\yoliticaAftura surrpunding nat-
ural gas price projections creates uncertainties. With
education's heavy reliance on natural gas, ttlis
uncertainty has a crippling ekf Iong-range elger§y

4 planning.

_
For purposes of projected uture natural as, coSes,

the)percentage increases in live -year incremeets erived
-PrO the DOE projections cited in Table 8'will e used
T peicentages of increase were applied to -the= d-point
( 115 in the 1980 per pupil, energy cost figure. A
oat aight 4line progression was used in calculating the
increaSet in the intervening years not cited in Table 11.

A 6 percent_ per annum inflationary ,rate was used. The
:,..---- 'effect of these calculatiods on the energy budget for an

Eisr r ge schiSbl. with a fad=fired boiler and a 15 percent
el ri,cal demand,itre Npsented in Tab10 12'.

41, -S,, i f

ler .
- -T'
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TABLE 12. PER PUPIL ENERGY COST PROJECTIONS IN SCHOOLS,

WITH GAS-FIRED BOILERS AND 15 PERCENT ELECTRICAL DEMAND
(with a 6 percent per annum inflationary ra

Year Electricity Gas Total

1980 (bage) $17 $ 98 $115

1985 23 205 228

1990 38% 297 '335°'

1995 5f- 465 521

2000 76 800 876

T6 Out future,natdral_gas costs in another context,
the_DOE Mid-range figure for 1985 is $5.61 per- Mdf iiq

1982 dollars). Using,DOE-forecasts and the_'6 percent
inflati00 rate,- natural gas mould bp_apprOathing $10:; per
mcf by_the,end of the decade and -could be.j.USt under '$40
per mcf by 2000;

e-

Natural gas prides have the fastest projected rake
of increase of any energy source- -about 80 percent from

1982 to 2000. Thg implications are significant since the
majority. of_ the nation's schools rely on natural gas fdt

heating: Thibil4h-±2-000; the nation's schools caneiti*Ct

tipialsaaddislas2Psutinnatebursiellslfjaismeiteutria
enemal=csalLa .4 - 4

-
7:11;.'

When the nbeds and potential: revenues of the
educational community are furthexf analyzed, it betimes
eviOent that those states and school )WyStemS _thatecan
least afford it have an even higher incidence of natural

gas dependency.

,States.~ Those states dev cte
"unfavOi-able" prognosis me
ofthilit elementary and se ondkr
to hLave.a higher perce Cage 'pf) s

t.



natural gas. Table la
problem..

igure\12 illustrate this,dual

13 reveals that 84
s having "unfavorable"

cent of their schools

For example, a revi w of
percent Of the states designa
funding prospects have 7117
jelying on natural gas.

FIGURE 12. STATES WITH UNFAVORABLE EDUCATION FUNDING
PROSPECTS AND A HIGH. PERCENTAGE QF SCHOOLS RELYING ON

NATURAL GAS NEW

.113LINTRI 1

1

Table 13 1,iStfa those stat
unfavatable educational fundin

.restective percentage of schools . that rely on natural
gas.

FAVORABLE_ FUNDING PROSPECTS

AVERAGE FUNDING PROSPECTS

UNFAVORABLE FUNDING PROSPECTS
44.

..UNFAVORABLE-FUNDING _PROSPECTS
am HE/Mt-RELIANCE ON NATURAL GAS

identified as haltIng
_prospects and___the
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TABLE 23. TES WITH UNFAV9RABLE FUNDING PROSPECTS .AND
PERCENT A -OF SCHOOLS WHICH RELY ON NATURAL GAS .

State

labama
kansas

Georgia
Idaho
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Missiseippi
Nevada
New Hampshire
. "North Carolina
North Dakota
South Carolina
South Dakot&
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont

All unfavorable states
Ullfavorable states

excluding/New Englarld' x )%) = 71.7

Source: School Finance Project
'RASA Energy Use Study, 1980; regional averages

Percentages !Mown in -parentheses ( ) designated New
'En4land'and.not. included in second mean-percentage figure

r-review of. Table 13'reveals that 84 p EAnt of the
designated_ as. having RunfavOr le", funding

prelpects.have_71.7 percent of their schools; relying .on.
natural gas. Those states SchedUre'd\ to experience he

gieAtest educational burden will ')Farr . the greatest
energy cost burden as well

°7710W,Percentage of
Schools in State
Using ;Natural .Gas

69A.
69
9

69_ _

(121*
69
78-
(12)
69

69
75
'69-
79

(12)

a" j

79
67
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Urban School Systems. Citiesrare becoming_ poorer as
measured by per capita income: Urban income is
relative to states' average income. In its study of urb n
salool 'systems, "The Financing of Urban Public Schools: ,A
,Report on Selected SChooI Systems,". the SchoolJ.Finanee
Project concluded,- "Urban_ 'school .systeps.,afte
increasingly composed of children who ae poog and from
minority backgrounds. _...Central cities have a high
incidence of_educationally needy children and that their
numbers ardrlikely to grow." =

4

4 ,

a^ . .1..

what is true of the states, is lso true of many
urban school systems; Four of every five urban schools
rely on natural gas for theiri_he ting needs--school
systems'that, as a genre, can least afford higher energy
costs. In particular; the, School Finance Project
identified 13 school systems ast having "poor funding
prospects"_that'also 'have a higher than average reliance
on patural_ gas. Table/ 14_ lists cities with poor'
prospects along.with,their relative reliance ox natural
gas. / \

TABLE 14; CITIES
RELATIVE
7

City

Baltimore
:Birmingham
Detroit_
hartford
Houston
Kansas City, Kansas
Memphis
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Tulsa
Salt-Lake City
San Antonio

rimpl -PROSPECTS AND
GAS

tural Gas
4ance Level

to Moderate
Very high
Hrgh
Low
Very High
High
High
Very High

Very High
High
Very High

4

Sources: School Finance Projact; Ametican Association of
School Adminketrators, "Impact of Deregulation on Urban
Schools", 1983

6 0



With the exception of New York, Newark, &mil Hartford

-- and to some extent Baltimor6 =-- the large cities

listed in Table 14 are expected to experience the

greatest increases in energy costs.' In addition, they
are less likely to have the "funds needed rto convert
boilers to other fuel sourceS.

, ______,

' To compound the problem, school systems that _rely on
natural gas are apt to find that their utilities rely on

the same fuel. In addition, many utilities now_ relying
non atural_gakwill be forced to change to other fuel

Sources. Costs for,change.over or new construction must

ltimately be borne by the consumer. To exacerbate the

problemeven further, 70 percent of the cities identified
as having,poor school funding prospects, have heavy air

conditioning needs.

***1****************************iv****************
Z.

. ,4 Case in Point: Houlitpn, Texas

Houston is one of the 13 cities 'cited by the

Schpol Finance Project (SFP) as having poor
funding prospects to meet the educational needs

of its stildents through 2000. It is located iff a

btate that. SFP has characterized' as having

"unfavorable" funding potentr

One hundred percent of Hougt Independent School.
District's heating needs are met-by natural gas.

.The schoo system's electrical needs are served'

by 'Houston Lighting and Power (HL&P) Which
,'venerates approximately 70 percent of its power

by natural gas.±. In the fall of ,1982,

represen yes of HL&P projected that fuel

adjusted c Es would increase as follows:

1983-1984
1984=1905
1985=1986

e
he 6ffedt over. the next three years would be an

increase in the fuel adjustfient;portion of HISD's

utility bill ty 90 percent!.

ll,;68 percent
73;22 percent
110 percent



11.4

HISD has not. felt the full burden of recent
increased energy costs because its energy

'management achievements' have been 'significant.
For example, though natural gas costs per unit
went up 24.6 percent from 1980-81 to 1981-82J
actual billing to HISD went up only 12.7 percent.'
Despite these energy accomplishments, natural gas.
and electrical costs are apt to make a profound
impact in the years _ahead on a district that
already ,has..been designated has having' poor
funding Prospects to meet its educational needs.

*************************************************

The financial problem urban school systems face,
particularly those with the poorest funding prospects,
probably will be compounded by higher than average
increases ill'energy.6osts.

Mintinpilguiztlactusze

For a sense of per pupil energy costs on a national
basis, a composite school representing the percentage of
each fuel used in all of the nation's schools is
presented in Table 15.

This composite assumes .15 percent of the energy
budget will _be used for electrical needs (excluding-
electricity for-heating and cooling). Othermajor, fueas
would be used proportionate to their contribution to all
heating ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) needs;_
e.g., oil at 16percent, natural gas at 55 percent and
electricity' for heatingVcooling at 14 Percent. Table 15
reflects the progressive° per pupil energy costs in
five-Pear increments through 2000. As in'other'tables in
this section, the supporting data were derived from Table
8, with straight line progression calculations and 6.
percent per annum

82"
ft
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TABLE 15. PER PUPIL ENERGY COST 'PROJECTIONS=
COMPOSITE SCHOOL- -FUEL SOURCES PROPORTIONAL

TO NATIONAL PERCENTAGE OF USB
(With a 6 percent per annum inflation rate)

Year Electrical Heating/Cooltng* TOtale-

Oil Altral GAS Elec ricity

1985

1990

1995 .

2000

38

7-'56

76

.

$20 $113 $25 11.84

30 . -163 3 1 268

55 256 35 422 ie.

86 440 75 . 677

*Other fuel souces--propane, coal, butane, diesel;
steam--which represent 4.9 percent of the heating/cooling
fuels do not have sufficiently 4-reltoble _price
projections to be included. They have 'been disregarded
for purposes,of projecting these costs, 4

. _
8a-bed On the known 1982_per pupil energycosts0 the

projected energy -costs from.the-Department of'Energy, and
a b. percent per annum inflation rate, thei energy costs

per student in 1990 will be $268-=provided _schools'
COntfnue toy use fuels in the same proportions. The cost

Of $268 per student would more than: double thol982
figure; Given the same - conditions, the cots will be

$677 per student by 2000. ._o

Using the Departtent'of Education's projecited 1990

public_ school enrollment figure, of 41.267 million

(24:44) the CO-St of t nation's public
sChtitilt would__ be $11 billion in-J99 With a -- projected
increase Of1.2.1-percent enrollment' the 1990s, hC

$677 per student figure would bring_the_energy bill_ for

the rotion's public schools to $31.3 billion.

a
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SCHOOL ENERGY IMPACT SUMMARY

Energy costs are expected tog,,continue to be a major
factor in education's financial difficulties. Whileoil
costs (in constant dollars) are expected to hold their
aresent, levels or go iCwer theough 1985, they are
expected to start climbing_later id Ehe decade. By the
year 2000, distillates are expected to be 54 percent
above 1982 levels _in conttant_dollars, residuals _are
expected to climb 74 -per ent. Electricity is expected to
hold throu* 1985 and th increase by 25 percent throug
2000. The- i eates't incr se will be in the fuel uattd b
most school., natural gas 'aIt is the only major fu
source projected by_DOE t increase significantly in the
near fabfe--9 percent from 1982 to 1985. Other sourcei
project increases as high as_10_...to 11 percent per year in

fthe immediate future; While uture natural, gas pricing
patterns were clouded WI- _,Uneex,04nty in 1983 due to
speculation regarding. /potential federal decontrol
actions, conservative pro ions indicate natura; gas
will be nearly 80 percent he-Vb 2000

-4.- ,

'Since the schools have a_- ortiOnate reliance .
1.

on natural gas.,. they are apt Eo a disproPortionate
crease in theit energy costs c to other seotOrs--

.

the economy. 4 :s

. ,

Ak,above 'rates of 'incriliate.. and, .an aver
inflation rate : 6 p rcent pier, enn .,-the nation't.

rpul4icischools' uel bi ,_y thcrend o t!he'"hecade will
be4thore than double the 1982 level- 2000, energy_cpsts 0
to the nation's schools will be tote than five.,timOBtlip

-,
,,\ 41Vt2'price tag. g, t

, .

'-' ' 4.The proje ctq atIonak incr , of Cot 6, will,
vart with local conditions. The energy. b rden is
exilected to be greatest -on' schools in the South and

.4- Southwest, wherd' ural. gas degpndency ies exceptionally. 41,
high a ectric usage (ffipm uflliti ,irliai dependent ,.°'
on n As) heavy. Sixty -thre ' 3) Tercent of .:

the 's dea fied As having vocable" funding.
prospect in thp South and Southwe t. The greaMst
energy ,urqp ther efore, is.apt to fall on states and

P their.ochotas whote .ability to meet future educational
A 'needs iSI;a4e dy charaqprized as unfavorable.

.Ar_.
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The public schoolsare the only sector o the

Sionomy that cannbt_pass through higher enerty cos in
_

t e price of the product , higher tuition or servi§e

, charges . To pay the fuel' bill, public schools must- eek

'more' revenues or- cut programs and services; he

alternatie is to reduce energy - consumption
Unfortunately, measures to conserve energy cost' money,

too. Financially hard- pressed schools are cgu in a

Vicious downward Spiral wher,e escalating eller costs

draw doWn the resources__ needed to cut energy 'con mption.
Identifying-Ays to fihance energy Conservation measures.

teas_ become a paramount. concern: ,

' FINANCING ENERGY COtpERVATION
_

4

Schools frequently, use more energy than: necessary

1 tie, to scarce, capital resources. Tradit4onaIly, public
zebiObs shave' rel leth ort bonded indebtedneg-b- as a source

fot improvements This *source of capital
generally rquirdg voter, author ity. to incur the, debt

The retctar/Ce, of voters to support , school,

indebtedness is endemic . "In, additiod, many lastateS have

.
established limits on t borVowing

capac fey'
so

-Traditi al,seven
. _

sources remain a viable way for

some ,distric s 4to _ fun energy conservation measures.
, .

'.,However, ,. when local conditiOns restrict this option,

\ alternative
f ina4cing pr °cedar eS may _augment replao0

*local revenueS-. 'iatobingAite-deral energy rants has
to be one viable way to augment local resources

CONSERVATION PROGRAM /

AuthOrized under the4_ -I tional_ Energy,: Conservation'
Policy Acti Title III, Institutional. ConservOtion
'Program JICP) provides .matching funds to schoois _ for -

energy Studies and energy _conserving 40e trof it pr jeits

111 hardsfiip eases, the federal; match provides as much as

9e percent of the project costs., Sometimes in -kind

-,contr ibutions may -constitute .a portion of Arbithe to

institution's_ tato. Under certain- eaTefully control- e
condi4tiOnS it mayA- be possible" to Ail ize ari alternatiliVe

arrangement (such as 'frithared--saviangs3't in .

.4)



conjunction.swith" an ICP grant; It is "fncum4ent, on the
schoolchool zeciministrators to confirmIthat; such . olpOoriUnities
meet program requirements before.,'4.moVing 4, forwaid on
assumption that ,they will State en5tgy offices, or th"#.Institutional Conservation Program Office, * U.S.
Department- of Energy:, ,Washington, D.C., tan.'proVide more
inforMation on the- 'program.

_

e fed6)ral ene/Vy grants . prigram augments local;fie
resources in severaf;4mportant Ways by providinv.-----

at leatti 50 perdent of the initial funds for
-,technical assistance audtts and /or energy

.-,--'conservation measures;
. -

a selling point to efiqouracle local reve'nue
supkor4-7-'"For every local dollar, th federal ..
gov.ernment will -match it ; "

monstr ble way to increase they retrof t
t=effe verses, olpy cutting the payback, pe iod
'least ±-41 half;

1i

('least
local documentation of the financial benefits
hat accru to the district._ through investingin

energy doi'ervatiion7measureav an ,.0._
.o -posItave cash flovi'that yiel s-funds that ht

used for, educatio,nat. needs. or fu _.ther eneigy
work .

,

A;;TERii DIE ir INANC IN
..--' 1' ..- I ,

A1` tnativeNfinancing refer%-k-to any 's TOT ---or meth--d
of f_ in sing other tha _. fedeffl 4r state
app pria ns or 1,ocal evenues Rbtiined through . th
no mal cap al bildgetin procedure-41-5

i
. ,------,"% .Energy cost contra' can bey d'eveloped" as par, of

k.sou4d ftscar manageme . En rgy . .cxency. iiipeOvements
amtiXncreasingly Viewed as nve me s with .attractiveiaturns. As result ,iouts veato through various
financing p dures4W are, g . e rofit _capital-
tra-1-1114Ie' to school systpms nd sharing the benefits of

r duced -energy costf..7titii the Schools: A iki
--------



1;).err Financing Op ntunit;idi and Ciutions
4

47fg Of capital --cons raints-, pub14c school
ors n -take 81-1 ,ag ess4ve . approach to

op *.their a e gy dost-savIn Obtential by using
E&O-i ;t,fin n ing. Accessingr- private capital to

.Appitve a ergy e xciency can:

o genvate immediate positives- cash flo4;,
,., ' , i

o relieve the_.tai,burden of fund from State
locallbudgetgf : _ 0 .f

)
. 1

o -ffee scarce"- resogrcea for other educational .

PUrposeg.WhiIe pres ins the borrowing ,, capact
for otber needst±

. J'" 1

and,.

o ,Aca itaIize_on the oppor ty value of district
mo y not diverted to ene 'ly. investments;

__ i-

avoidthe- of delay what) could be kilmIrt
through igh e'endr .coSts nd' e ortp
Maintain old ineffici ,eguipm ;

4, (
o make use of private sector

.

----m, 1 expertise;
.. . c' 4,

..

m4iYatPects of alternative finankng are in their .:,,,

forma ve stage . Some state -laWs ors` guide ines may
ptgasItido"ce financIng procedures, Menitio d keIow. .

Financing e tives have not been lly s dlie zed

ew guidelit s are available. A n any ile ,--f alds 111''

miyvp-tprekin without sufficie t atswance to the..

eha 'they will survive. --,

s

-..0 AY ,

nave

r

d is
. ; ,..., ,_;,..- w _ _ - _ 4.

rst,11e:school'admi sttator-yauad-realite that,
the gyres are_7set up o_that an_ outride '.firm.wia
m k fit by:- inve ins ' ener-gy effici t

1 vements for-t e -61 :sy- ..; In 'almost e

instanceithose sa nancia efits cap0 _,accrue

theistrict)-- the ini iaLcapitai-av ilablee_
edhOidering= kri ernati);,e'fi anci so ei the, s)
adthini6ttattit_h6ed8_t04Weigh t e.c6t o the "int-
on Hit.. capital; the Cbst of expert.

. e"---.5? AA 4L zr.i:



intenance benefits offered, the
vital without incurring greate

opportunity value of the investm nt
ainst the costs of s curfactors a

4naepende

''7Af

vantages of taintng
,

ebtednes the
ital, an other
these res urces

.
.

4 L' - -

ernative financing se
-

s desifabie, the dis-
trict' should seek outside independent consultation before
any commitment is made. -Consulation sources include
s te energy offices, workshopson alternative financing',

. a energy manageme consulting firms. As with anysuch
agreement, particul y ill a relatively new field, petain

I )111pecautions are war nted.\\Thi. include: ,

,i,
1,-

, ,

.

.,\-(-7.-

. '

,

OF 011-mtabiWiin -the base year after conducting a

j't
)-74'

4 -1

low-cost audit to be% sure the simple energy
e ing operations and maintenance items like

ulk g doors and windows, reducing lighting,
ibra ing thecmostats h4ve been taken care of;

termining'parameters of comfort levels (the
undaries 'within which the school. dNtrAct can

trim over heating,cooling and lighting cditrol ;

AP-
Aderstanding xactly
determining we rgy s
ollat-va niattc

n cc ancy,:furic

how the forMula foi
:. "the associated
how adjustments

or c mate Ore treated;

incla
,

visicinsf, f
establishing termination provlsio
.g6WIbuy out clause removal pr

)

o.

Cab

filtoring the e
ontractor figures
i d#viaual i-ter ing
formulas;

incor
contr

el%
F IT ferfor

ar,Vs,-t
11151'??'

haing
qpntr

Financin
available to impr

sch
t before sign

_

epepdent of
c check or

_:poirgh

savin
separate- rio
nd worki

IN
mance bon ng- '' into
and 7

which
v- energy_ ficien

N

a rfav*er rev

Yr".eAprri
= in 1

.
*

tai
ols



include tax-exempt -bonds municipal leas4ng, post

shat ring, shared savings,. third party or joint venture,

And general energy services contracts.

aaexempt Bonds_
a

111,

. .

;Though bonding . a sational od of

school financing, it 4kgive t- al-considerat on herei_____

,.,:,since procedures to iriCreas _0: efficiency without
=costing the state or local edu tion agency money can he

70,-,.

(.inaugurated.- ", .t /

The great brawback to 'tvaditiobal ion ocedures .

is that the bonds increase indebtedness. A go rmert-ba3e-

b dy's debt-issuing capacity iaia litited resource. frItal
cal or state govf-rnmentl .i.Ar w-near its ,prudent14,'

elp-carrying capstity, even energy projects wit4 an-
es..1 attractive.retvgion\invvitMeht may go unfunded. i

! , Given
,

an economically sound project, Ole annAl d
service of the bonds__ ',be ::mss than- the -savi
realized through 'reduced_e ergy conthumption--reSuAIng
an immediate poSitiit aas flow. To make_ tax---e

._
bondW a vAable alternatiy financing' procedure,_
budgeting_ procedures may new to .be modifie

1 orporate this investment rspective and place = ene gy

nServation .tax-exem 1574nds _ oute,ide the regular

`indebtedness category. The critical element- in bolid

financing of energy-Oroj cts is to determine how they are

u. and"" S urce":"4,0f _repayment: This requires

in the flo ds 80.44the debt ,/ service payments

7.1
are.t eable, en qy dollars.'

S'64

lik

) t
_ _ ,

686 s are geperally secured by the anticipated
-.,-, revenues g n rated by the funded project. The expent

poSiti-e cash flow from the project secures the bonds a

acts s a source f4/debt service pia ment.,/ Since ene
ffic ency project are designed 'cut costs, n

-1 ener to revenues, they_ enerally don' fit this patter
-.. chN a proce re possi if " e priva

''. liowev_
busin entity intervenes ool _distrie

,, Al. and ondi authority. The system i 1 'work if

4



,

enprgyisavi re suffi ient,to create a-
secure t e bonds.' .Large

also use this pr Aire'if the ,projeet. rVfd
enerates power forlYkle_. - Under, 'Um' .PU
eguratory Policy Adt, utilities are rpquir

excess electricity.

large enough to

d-tO buy such

The advantage of revenue bondsOs thatt r "off
credit" to the district- and do 'not gdiMirCih the
institution's borrowing_ capacity. Forthermoteo-----1 they
usually do ;lot require voter eithoritylo. enter int-
an arrangement.

,
In many

municipal 19
structured 1
lease-ptl-rCha

states, the school district can enter into a
Sing,agreement. Tips agreement is often
kea Simple loan. It is, in essence, a

re Agreement.

The proce je'is ctivé'o the lesSor becauSe
the interest income is tax.,exempet. At the end of the
le gee; o4heighip of the.property passes to the lessee.

ge\

Vie) 3 a
Municipal leasing is not generally cbntidered-* a

- ,.. 1'Ong7term-debt; so concerns regfiding'vate'r authori
reduced borrowing ca-pcitif are usually not an issue.

4

School districts generally need to include,
the agree en liMiting their obligation to, .

, paymen s wi inl y srigle.fiscal period. T
neral tipu1s ,that the lessee wi 1

Make_s
The c
-again
a

ry effort 'o secure the fun
use, hd*ever, tefies th
Quiti-year bi ties.

_, ...., ,Soun .en gy jects, where a poSitive ca 8h flow
can e an ted, heI -ecure the agreement. Energy
Oroj ts particul ly attrac e for Mphicipal
leasing, eepec' f he lea paympnts are %tructured
to be ae8s77_11 proj t d ene y cost sgs.. 4

se
lease

e tatement
obl ated to

s.fo a'se payments.
common- restriction

4

.1'0,0et

financing procedure is generally limited to
jects, such as cogeneration or major boiler



conversions to alter ve fuels. The size of the
project usually iollows only big districts (with large
central plants to take advi[Rtage of this financing
scheme.

A private for-profit firm ontracts with the
insti jition to design, finance, nd construct the
proje The firm may even' operate the central plant

try r ease the facility to the district. -As with
munpa aces, most'third party transactions need to

1_ be ordi y leases, not lease-purchase, in 'order for the
lessor tax avoidance to be Oat its maximum. The
dibtrict also might 'enter into a 4ong-term contract
whereby the private partytsells the steam or elqdtricity
to the district. In the latter case, if the real
property on which the plat is' sited belongs. to the
school district, it is generally"leased to the privatearty. Very often, a third party financing arrangement
is -haildled as a limited partnership.

tr

Coat Shattrigi

School districts'may Miter into an
the energy equipment suppliii tp, pay t
equipment out of the projecteds-aving*
usually takes. about 80 percent of the
the equipment is paid. for,. The ,distr.- enj
percerit Benefit ,withou any capftaX iin4es
clause dismissed undert _municipal- jeasin
desirable since It limits the\a0itrit
satisfies multi-year riabilities'4.* In

sharing is viewed as ,a._lease-purchas g
/' is not treated as an incurred debt.

,

thiS proce re, the dis rict, _of ~ cou
.11rQited to buying he equipment om the vendo-r
cost '.,sharing- ar angemepts; (Never, y man

ecially,those fling domput ized. energy
terns, new offef r h financin Opportunities;

1 ^

At th nd . 1983, ,:s
increasing y __3:0";th
alterftativc '*f arici

i n9 0 eter rn32

was uvlid
rjs of Os!

Using



ti

-44
.

its_ ex ipertise and its capital, the. irm then modifies the
building and its equipment to reduc energy consumption:
The district nd the private- fi m split the avoided
energy costs sing ,a predetermine formula;. z

AC
At te d of the contract per iod , the --, nstalled

;equipment belong-to the district,. More commonly, -thethe
s _hared sa.,... corpany xetalns ownership- the_ firm.

tinues own th equipment at, end of the-ri---c9n.tract, the -compa y will gerierall ,:----' , r into a
subsequent agreement the district, `* g a split

,1-f..,,, le (to thein'fle costs a"void t are more .: .
clikt 4 c t . ,. -7--- ;.

*N.1.771.

1

Gener-al =Energy! sp-ervi&es Cont Oct
-

,
A tepbeyo ared savings and viith some 9Puanc

of third par finan ing is the energy services - contra'
The comloanid vers t kt: end product foo_ a
package incl. des" l. igiting- at specif ied Level

N electricity', for motors,_ fans:, and conditioned air' WithirfI\ I sp ciSied parameters (thermostat settings) established by
th ;Mstrict:, . Fi ncial ,ar ngements a-ivbased on ome

y predeprmined semi e fee 3:us a penalty factor for y
energy consumed .o ove a rtaim quantity; 4 `) `, .-i . . 4,3.- ..#

The outside firm sup liedLtheienergy an& &ssures its
most eflicie 4.., use; The ,f-irra 014101.1.$i potv)ides ;audits,
equipirkeLt, aid site main ten nce 7 to !1sei ..1,,...4:as
buia-.-g 's energy efficiency: hi level of . e ficre

%- affectt the district's cests;/an the fitm's pro its.' ,
...p

-T1/4
The power plant in uch ,an arr ement.

located on p vatk "pro rty tor on a school, site ;,
is 1 ated o school-;pro rty, the site may be "leased

-.the, Company. The finan ng arrang ment 1 onside Id
- ,-Service ;.arkl -I& "off' list uregard g an aspe ;.

-T1
- 1

'= Alternative financ ing ,ovailability reS' '.(hat
energy: conservation- is' goo,d'bus ihess ; It .mss s that l'-`

realizing' the benefits of limproy_adlen y. eff ic e
the scarcity of capital should not _deter a distr.ic

.0

E 1,4cat al reve ties will ytight for
is s hools. 4 ft)

-..,

eseeabl. future-(,aQ energy ts 'to th -"flat
a expected 4, continue to climb.



energy use will become a progressively more attractive,'
even, SSential, way to free up dollars in the; school
budg '''' Whether energy copservation, funds are made
ava e in the traditional way, with federal grants, or
thro alternative financing, the' investment NW
--facilitate sound business practices in the-schools. :-' ,-

-RECONMENDATI04-

Io_ Based o the findi presented in this report, the
llowing reco endatib t are . esented for consider-

ation.
,

- (N
-

The fede aic-st4te and local!decision makers*,'
be apprised of the energy-oseS schools are, liko*
to fate in the'future, particularly in the-19995;

i2. :state energy and education leaders should be made
.4. aware of the energy) implications for future.- state

* eduvation funding. The states, id' effect, 'now_ pay
)mokeittan half the lotal district's _utility billi
Ftrefore, their fiscal condition-could be _;enhanced ,.

exercising leadership in,imprdved . school energy
ic enc: . !-------,- 0iv ' .

.

f / , 0 v.scbool administrators should to encouraged to.: .'

-,-.
r ,

\ .opera = RCS'
rough,* as Or,

"c- \

reassess enemy conservat"
maintenance opportunities
xe-audits;

0-
investigate an 7nitiate "econ_
ermrgx_conser moasUte
availabiei

..i*

;,,------__-_ dOeduct- long-range planili
X ---Jv

' . ligation ossbiliplea;i d

4.

-

a) consider energ efficaeANncy and
sources new constiliction.

n ant=depth analysis ould be undertaken as to' the
(am,i)fications of in leased energy _costs fer:i th
etes and citi.p_se-the Department of, Education,i



identified s having unfavorable 4-funding -prospects
in adeor more carefully pinpoint their endrgy/
financial needs.

AggreosiVellational leadership should be exerted to
guide the development of alternative financing fore
public schb?ls by*:

1

aY identifying state, and/or legal barriers to
alternative financing,

oviding model language to change state
ch impede alternative financing,

el providing guidelines for alternative
procedures,

\

d) prpv'ding model alternative
cont aCtst,

e) hold ng. conferencSA fox appropriate Mate
eis to make them aware .the
tuhities in anernative ;financing 4611

aS.10e preblems, a/hd
A A

f) g eqhfe ces,for school. adminIsfxAtors'
-p with! Eli* opportunities,

p.-cca4tions relattd to 'alternatik

If the DOE projections and' thel4i ratd cued;
in this* report ere real' d, the sch of grim "'years
ahead. Action w Id stave off some of the
energy= ssociafdd ina ial trauma hanging.34ke a cloud
over/ 'future,of an educati4n,

7

t

4
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